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Abstract
Classification is a core method widely studied in machine learning, statistics, and data mining. A lot of
classification methods have been proposed in literature, such as Support Vector Machines, Decision Trees,
and Bayesian Networks, most of which assume that the input data is in a feature vector representation.
However, in some classification problems, the predefined feature space is not discriminative enough to dis-
tinguish between different classes. More seriously, in many other applications, the input data has very
complex structures, but with no initial feature vector representation, such as transaction data (e.g., cus-
tomer shopping transactions), sequences (e.g., protein sequences and software execution traces), graphs (e.g.,
chemical compounds and molecules, social and biological networks), semi-structured data (e.g., XML doc-
uments), and text data. For both scenarios, a primary question is how to construct a discriminative and
compact feature set, on the basis of which, classification could be performed to achieve good classification
performance. Although a lot of kernel-based approaches have been proposed to transform the feature space
and, as a way to measure the similarity between two data objects, the implicit definition of feature space
makes the kernel-based approach hard to interpret, and the high computational complexity makes it hard
to scale to large problem sizes. A concrete example of complex structural data classification is classifying
chemical compounds to various classes (e.g., toxic vs. nontoxic, active vs. inactive), where a key challenge
is how to construct discriminative graph features. While simple features such as atoms and links are too
simple to preserve the structural information, graph kernel methods make it hard to interpret the classifiers.
In this dissertation, I proposed to use frequent patterns as higher-order and discriminative features to
characterize data, especially complex structural data, and thus enhance the classification power. Towards
this goal, I designed a framework of discriminative frequent pattern-based classification which has been
shown to improve the classification performance significantly. Theoretical analysis is provided to reveal
the association between a feature’s frequency and its discriminative power, thus demonstrate that frequent
pattern is a good candidate as discriminative feature.
Due to the explosive nature of frequent pattern mining, the frequent pattern-based feature construction
could be a computational bottleneck, if the whole set of frequent patterns w.r.t. a minimum support threshold
ii
are generated. To overcome this computational bottleneck, I proposed two solutions: DDPMine and LEAP
which directly mine the most discriminative features without generating the complete set. Both methods
have been shown to improve efficiency while maintaining the classification accuracy.
I further applied the discriminative frequent pattern-based classification to classifying chemical com-
pounds with very skewed class distribution, which poses challenges for both feature construction and model
learning. An ensemble framework which includes the ensembles in both the data space and the feature space
is proposed to handle the challenges and shown to achieve good classification performance.
In conclusion, the framework of discriminative frequent pattern-based classification could lead to a highly
accurate, efficient and interpretable classifier on complex data. The pattern-based classification technique
would have great impact in a wide range of applications including text categorization, chemical compound
classification, software behavior analysis and so on.
iii
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With the enormous amounts of data accumulated in business, industry, Web, and science and engineer-
ing applications, including bioinformatics and software engineering, there is an imminent need for accurate
and scalable methods for the analysis of this overwhelmingly large and complex data. Besides popularly
investigated machine learning and statistical approaches for data analysis, frequent pattern mining can be
considered as another approach. The direction is interesting because frequent patterns are usually sta-
tistically significant and semantically meaningful, especially in unstructured data with no feature vector
representation or predefined database schema. In this dissertation, I integrate frequent pattern mining into
classification and propose a framework of discriminative frequent pattern-based classification. Various issues
including accuracy, efficiency, scalability, and interpretability of the pattern-based classification have been
studied in this dissertation.
1.1 Classification
Classification is a core theme widely studied in machine learning, statistics, and data mining. Classification
is a supervised learning task which learns a function from training data. The training data consists of pairs
of input objects and desired outputs. The input objects are usually in a feature vector representation, which
enables the development of a largely domain-independent theory of classification. If the input data are not
represented in feature vectors, the feature construction task usually has to be performed before classification.
The output of the function can be a continuous value (regression) or can predict a class label of the input
object (classification). The classification task is to predict the value of the function for any valid object
after having seen a number of training examples. Formally, the classification problem can be stated as:
given training data {(x 1, y1), ..., (xn, yn)}, build a classifier h : X → Y which maps a data object x ∈ X to
the class label y ∈ Y. The degree of difficulty of a classification problem depends on the variability in the
feature values for objects in the same class relative to the difference between feature values for objects in
other classes.
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Many classification methods have been proposed in machine learning and pattern recognition, including
Support Vector Machines [14], decision tree [48], neural network [18], and so on. Classifier performance
depends greatly on the characteristics of the data to be classified. There is no single classifier that works
best, if no prior assumptions about the nature of the classification are made – a phenomenon that could
be explained by the No free lunch theorem [51]. Classification has numerous applications, including text
categorization, spam detection, face recognition, fraud detection, outlier analysis, target marketing and
medical diagnosis.
1.2 Frequent Pattern Mining
Frequent patterns are itemsets, subsequences, or substructures that appear in a data set with frequency no
less than a user-specified minimum support (min sup) threshold. For example, a set of items, such as milk
and bread, that appear frequently together in a transaction data set, is a frequent itemset. A subsequence,
such as buying first a PC, then a digital camera, and then a memory card, if it occurs frequently in a
shopping history database, is a (frequent) sequential pattern. A substructure can refer to different structural
forms, such as subgraphs, subtrees, or sublattices, which may be combined with itemsets or subsequences.
If a substructure occurs frequently in a graph database, it is called a (frequent) structural pattern. Finding
frequent patterns plays an essential role in mining associations, correlations, and many other interesting
relationships among data. Moreover, it helps in data indexing, classification, clustering, and other data
mining tasks as well. Thus, frequent pattern mining has become an important data mining task and a
focused theme in data mining research.
Frequent pattern mining was first proposed by Agrawal, Imielinski, and Swami [4] for market basket
analysis in the form of association rule mining. It analyzes customer buying habits by finding associations
between the different items that customers place in their “shopping baskets”. For instance, if customers are
buying milk, how likely are they going to also buy cereal (and what kind of cereal) on the same trip to the
supermarket? Such information can lead to increased sales by helping retailers do selective marketing and
arrange their shelf space.
Since there are usually a large number of distinct single items in a typical transaction database, and
their combinations may form a very huge number of itemsets, it is challenging to develop scalable methods
for mining frequent itemsets in a large transaction database. The first frequent itemset mining algorithm
was Apriori, proposed by Agrawal and Srikant [5]. An interesting downward closure property, called Apriori
property, was observed: A k-itemset is frequent only if all of its sub-itemsets are frequent. Since the first
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proposal of this new data mining task and its associated efficient mining algorithms, there have been hundreds
of follow-up research publications, on various kinds of extensions and applications, ranging from scalable
data mining methodologies, to handling a wide diversity of data types, various extended mining tasks, and
a variety of new applications.
Although there is an abundant literature in data mining research dedicated to efficient frequent pattern
mining algorithms, the key problem is not at the efficient mining of the complete set of frequent patterns
(which is usually very huge but not so useful), but at the effective identification of a rather small but truly
interesting set of frequent patterns, i.e., the interpretable (or comprehensible) and applicable (e.g., useful in
classification) patterns, and at the exploration of their applications in multiple domains.
1.3 Challenges
Frequent patterns reflect strong associations between items and carry the underlying semantics of the data.
They are potentially useful features for classification. The idea of frequent pattern-based classification has
been exploited by previous studies in different domains, including: (1) associative classification [39, 38, 69,
13, 59, 57], where association rules are generated and analyzed for classification; and (2) pattern-based
classification, including graph classification [27, 15, 58], text categorization [42, 50] and protein classification
[37, 36], where subgraphs, text sequences, or substrings are used as features.
All these related studies demonstrate the usefulness of frequent patterns in classification. Although
it is known that frequent patterns are useful, there is a lack of theoretical analysis on their principles in
classification. In addition, the efficiency and scalability issue has been insufficiently addressed in frequent
pattern-based classification. The following critical questions remain unexplored.
• Why are frequent patterns able to achieve high accuracy in pattern-based classification? Is there any
association between the discriminative power and a pattern’s frequency? What is the trend of the
discriminative power as a function of frequency?
• Due to the explosive nature of frequent pattern mining, the pattern-based feature construction could
encounter a computational bottleneck. How to design an efficient mining strategy which directly
mines the discriminative patterns without generating the whole set of features? Will the direct mining
approach sacrifice the pattern’s quality and the classification accuracy?
• Kernel-based approaches have been widely studied in machine learning and achieved very good clas-
sification performance. Kernel methods provide an implicit definition of feature space and measure
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the similarity between two data instances. How does the frequent pattern-based classification compare
with the widely-studied kernel approach in machine learning literature, in terms on both accuracy and
efficiency?
• Many real application datasets have a very skewed class distribution. In these applications, how shall
frequent pattern-based classification be adapted to address the class skewness? Besides the model
learning challenge usually encountered in class imbalance problems, what is the effect of class skewness
on the feature construction step in pattern-based classification?
1.4 Focus of This Dissertation
In this dissertation, we study the discriminative frequent pattern-based classification in a principled way,
and aim to systematically answer the above questions.
1.4.1 Discriminative Frequent Pattern-based Classification
As a kind of higher-order and discriminative feature, frequent pattern is applied into classification, based
on which, a framework of discriminative and frequent pattern-based classification is proposed. Extensive
experimental results demonstrate that pattern-based classification could achieve very high classification
accuracy, thus answers the first question.
It is well known that feature combinations (patterns) could capture more underlying semantics as higher-
order features than single features. However, it is not clear whether there is any inherent association between
a pattern’s discriminative power vs. its frequency. If there is really a certain kind of association, what is the
trend of the discriminative power as a function of frequency? To answer these questions, we then perform
some theoretical analysis based on some widely used feature selection measures such as information gain [48]
and fisher score [18], and build a connection between pattern frequency and those discriminative measures.
Based on the analysis, we discuss the effect of minimum support on the classification accuracy and develop
a strategy to set minimum support in frequent pattern-based classification. A feature selection algorithm is
also proposed.
1.4.2 Mining Discriminative Patterns by Branch-and-Bound Search
Existing methods for frequent pattern-based classification usually have a computational bottleneck in the
feature construction part, due to the explosive nature in frequent pattern mining, especially when the
problem scale is large or the minimum support is low. It was observed that frequent pattern mining usually
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produces a huge number of patterns while only a small number of highly discriminative features are used in
classification. The complete mining not only slows down the mining process but also makes feature selection
hard to complete.
To solve this problem, we propose a direct discriminative pattern mining approach, DDPMine, to tackle
the efficiency issue arising from the feature construction step. DDPMine performs a branch-and-bound search
for directly mining discriminative patterns without generating the complete pattern set. Instead of selecting
best patterns in a batch, we design a “feature-centered” mining approach that generates discriminative
patterns sequentially on a progressively shrinking FP-tree by incrementally eliminating training instances.
The instance elimination effectively reduces the problem size iteratively and expedites the mining process.
Empirical results show that DDPMine achieves orders of magnitude speedup without any downgrade of
classification accuracy.
1.4.3 Mining Significant Patterns by Scalable Leap Search
With ever-increasing amounts of graph data from disparate sources, there has been a strong need for exploit-
ing significant graph patterns with user-specified objective functions. Since it could be hard for human to sort
them out manually, scientists are looking for automatic tools to quickly locate them. Unfortunately, despite
of recent progress on frequent subgraph mining, we are still lack of scalable approaches for finding significant
patterns directly. Most measures, such as G-test score [19] and information gain [48], are not antimonotonic,
which could fail all of frequency-centric graph mining algorithms. To address this challenge, we perform a
study on general mining method aiming to find most significant patterns under various objective measures.
Our new mining framework, called LEAP(Descending Leap Mine), is developed to exploit the correlation
between structural similarity and significance similarity in a way that the most significant pattern could be
identified quickly by searching dissimilar graph patterns. Two novel concepts, structural leap search and
frequency descending mining, are proposed to support leap search in graph pattern space. Our new mining
method revealed that the widely adopted branch-and-bound search in data mining literature is indeed not
the best, thus sketching a new picture on scalable graph pattern discovery. Empirical results show that
LEAP achieves orders of magnitude speedup in comparison with the state-of-the-art method. Meanwhile, we
systematically tested the usage of graph patterns in classification: Graph classifiers built on mined patterns
could outperform the up-to-date graph kernel method by a large margin in terms of efficiency and accuracy,
demonstrating the high promise of such patterns.
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1.4.4 Classification with Very Large Feature Sets and Skewed Distribution
Among many others, real-world data mining applications typically face the challenges of (1) no initial feature
vector, and (2) skewed prior class probability distribution (such as, around 1% positive). When this happens,
the essential task is an interleaving process to both construct or invent the right set of features which can be
potentially large, and then fit some carefully chosen model to match the unknown distribution on the basis
of those initially constructed features. This is a different and consequently more challenging process than
simply matching a model on top of a “given” set of features. One good example of such applications is graph
classification, where each graph with its own topology is represented by different number of vertices and
different edges connecting these vertices. Yet another example is a transaction database where each record
contains different number and type of items. In both cases, the dataset does not have any well-formatted
feature vector that traditional learning algorithms could use directly. Importantly, the feature invention step
could potentially generate a very large number of features. For example, if the commonly adopted frequent
subgraphs are chosen as features, the number of features produced by the mining algorithms is typically
around 105 or even 106.
We discuss the various issues involved in this process of inventing features from raw data and constructing
a model based on the features, when the prior class distribution is very skewed. We propose a general
solution to address several challenges including feature invention, very large feature sets as well as skewed
class distribution. We have extensively evaluated the approach in the contexts of graph data and transaction
data classification, and compared with different solutions solving similar problems.
1.5 Organization of This Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the related work to fre-
quent pattern-based classification. Chapter 3 formulates the frequent pattern-based classification problem
and presents the proposed discriminative and frequent pattern-based classification framework as well as a
theoretical analysis to analyze the discriminative power of frequent patterns. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5
present two direct mining approaches: DDPMine and LEAP, based on branch-and-bound search and scal-
able leap search respectively, for direct mining of the most discriminative features. Chapter 6 studies the
frequent pattern-based classification with a skewed class distribution. Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation




There are a lot of existing work which applied frequent pattern or association rule in classification. In
this chapter, we will review the related work in the following fields: (1) associative classification on the
discretized transaction datasets; (2) frequent substructure-based classification on the graph datasets; and
(3) kernel-based classification on text, sequence and graph datasets, and discuss their contributions and
limitations.
2.1 Associative Classification
The frequent pattern-based classification is related to associative classification on discretized transaction
data. Earlier studies on associative classification [39, 38, 69] mainly focus on mining high-support, high-
confidence rules and build a rule-based classifier. The classification rules are ranked in the descending order
of confidence and support. Prediction is made based on the top-ranked rule or multiple rules, which are
applicable to the test instances, if the rule left side matches the test instances.
CBA (Classification based on Associations) was the first associative classification method proposed by
Liu et al. [39]. CBA consists of two parts, a rule generator and a classifier builder. The rule generator
applies Apriori algorithm [5] to generate a set of class association rules according to a min sup threshold
and a min conf threshold. The class association rules are essentially association rules with a set of items at
the rule left hand side and the class attribute at the rule right hand side. To build the best classifier out of
a set of rules would involve evaluating all possible subsets of it on the training data and selecting the subset
which gives the least number of errors. However, given m rules, there are 2m such subsets, which is clearly
computationally infeasible. A heuristic classifier builder is proposed in CBA. A total order is defined on the
generated rules based on rule confidence and support. The classification rules are ranked according to the
total order. Rule selection is performed on the ranked rule list with a sequential coverage paradigm based
on the training set. Prediction is based on the first rule whose left hand side condition satisfies the test case.
If there is no rule that applies to the test case, it takes on a default class as in C4.5. Experimental results
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show that CBA outperforms C4.5.
CMAR (Classification based on Multiple Association Rules) was proposed by Li et al. [38], which aims at
improving the rule mining efficiency as well as avoiding classification bias or overfitting caused by the single
rule in classification. To improve both accuracy and efficiency, CMAR extends FP-growth and constructs a
class distribution-associated FP-tree. Each node of the FP-tree registers not only the item attribute, but
also the class label distribution, for classification rule mining. In addition, it applies a CR-tree structure
(a prefixtree structure) to store and retrieve mined association rules efficiently, and prunes rules effectively
based on confidence, correlation and database coverage. To avoid classification bias and overfitting, CMAR
determines the class label by a set of rules. the classification is performed based on a weighted χ2 analysis
on multiple high confidence, highly related rules. To predict a test case, all rules matching the test case are
collected. If these rules have the same class label, CMAR simply assigns the label to the test case. If the
rules are not consistent in class labels, CMAR divides the rules into groups according to class labels. CMAR
compares the effects of the groups and yields the strongest group. Experimental results show that CMAR
outperforms both CBA and C4.5.
CPAR (Classification based on Predictive Association Rules) was proposed by Yin and Han [69] which
combines the advantages of associative classification and traditional rule-based classification. CPAR inherits
the basic idea of FOIL [49] in rule generation. When selecting a literal to construct a rule, Foil Gain is used
to measure the information gained from adding this literal to the current rule. Suppose there are |P | positive
examples and |N | negative examples satisfying the current rule r’s body. After literal p is added to r, there
are |P ∗| positive and |N∗| negative satisfying the new rule’s body. Then the Foil Gain of p is defined as
gain(p) = |P ∗|(log |P
∗|
|P ∗|+ |N∗| − log
|P |
|P |+ |N | ) (2.1)
Instead of generating a large number of candidate rules, CPAR adopts a greedy algorithm to generate
rules directly from training data with higher quality and lower redundancy in comparison with associative
classification. To avoid generating redundant rules, CPAR generates each rule by considering the set of
“already-generated” rules. Compared with traditional rule-based classifiers, CPAR generates and tests more
rules by considering all the close-to-the-best literals, instead of selecting only the best literal, so that impor-
tant rules will not be missed. To avoid overfitting, CPAR uses expected accuracy to evaluate each rule and
uses the best k rules in prediction. As a result, CPAR is much more time-efficient in both rule generation
and prediction but achieves as high accuracy as associative classification.
A recent work on top-k rule mining [13] discovers top-k covering rule groups for each row of gene
expression profiles for classification purpose. Since the gene expression data is very high dimensional, it uses
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a row enumeration technique and introduces several pruning strategies (top-k pruning based on support and
confidence upper bounds, and backward pruning) to make the rule mining process very efficient. Experiments
on real bioinformatics datasets show that the top-k covering rule mining algorithm is orders of magnitude
faster than association rule mining algorithms. A classifier RCBT is constructed from the top-k covering
rule groups. Prediction is then performed based on a classification score which combines the support and
confidence measures of the rules. The top-k covering rule groups also provide insights into the mechanisms
responsible for disease directly.
HARMONY [59] is another rule-based classifier which directly mines classification rules. It uses an
instance-centric rule-generation approach and assures for each training instance, that one of the highest-
confidence rules covering the instance is included in the rule set. Several search space pruning methods and
search strategies have been proposed, which can be pushed deeply into the rule discovery process. HARMONY
is shown to be more efficient and scalable than previous rule-based classifiers.
[57] is a recently proposed innovative association rule-based classification method. Different from all
the above studies, it is based on a lazy (non-eager) classification philosophy, in which the computation
is performed on a demand-driven basis. The basic idea is, starting from a test instance, the lazy classifier
projects the training data only on those features in the test instance. From the projected dataset, association
rules are discovered and ranked, and the top ranked rule is used for prediction. This lazy classification method
effectively reduces the number of rules produced by focusing on the test instance only. Experimental studies
show that the lazy approach outperforms both the eager associative classification approach and decision
tree-based classifiers in terms of accuracy.
2.2 Substructure-based Classification
In recent years, a lot of studies have been carried out to solve the graph classification problem based on
frequent substructures or fragments. The basic idea of structure or fragment-based approach is to extract
frequent substructures [33, 15], local graph fragments [58], cyclic patterns and trees [27], or Maccs Keys [3]
and use them as descriptors to represent the graph data.
Given a graph dataset D = {G1, G2, . . . , Gn} and a min sup threshold θ, frequent subgraphs are sub-
graphs that are contained by at least θ|D| graphs in D. Frequent subgraphs have been used as features
for graph classification [33, 15]. [15] proposed to use frequent topological structures or frequent geometric
subgraphs as graph features. The geometric subgraphs preserve the graph topology as well as geometry
information. To facilitate the discovery of frequent geometric subgraphs, a metric of average interatomic
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distance which is defined as the average Euclidean distance between all pairs of atoms in the molecule is used
as a geometric signature of a graph. The task of discovering geometric subgraphs now reduces to identifying
those geometric configurations that are frequent enough. Feature selection is applied on top of the frequent
substructures based on the sequential coverage scheme used in CMAR [38]. After a set of discriminative
frequent subgraph features are selected, the original labeled graphs can be represented in a vector format.
Assume the feature set Fs = {f1, f2, ..., fm} where each subgraph fi represents a feature. Given a graph g
and a feature fi, x is the vector representing g. Then,
xi =

1, g is a super graph of fi
0, otherwise
(2.2)
Thus, x is a binary representation of graph g. One can also use the frequency of fi in g as the feature
value. This is referred as frequency representation. Finally, a classifier such as SVM is constructed on
the feature vector representation of the graph data. Experimental study evaluates the effect of min sup,
misclassification cost and feature selection mechanism. Frequent subgraph-based features depend on the the
min sup value. Therefore, the feature space can change for a particular problem instance if min sup changes.
An interesting problem is how to set min sup to get the discriminative features.
One potential problem of using frequent substructures to represent graphs is the partial coverage problem,
as pointed out in [58]. According to Eq. (2.2), if graph g contains a subgraph feature fi, its ith dimension
has value 1 (or the number of occurrences of fi in g), otherwise, 0. Given a set of frequent subgraphs Fs
and a graph g, if none (or a small number) of the graph patterns in Fs is a subgraph of g, then the feature
vector of g contains almost all 0s. That is, g is barely covered by the frequent subgraphs. This is referred as
partial feature coverage. For example, assume the dimension of a feature space is 100. If a graph g contains
only 2 subgraphs in the feature set, then the feature vector of g contains 98 zeros and only 2 non-zero values.
As a result, the topological property of such graphs is inadequately reflected by the frequent substructure
features. It is usually difficult to distinguish such “uncovered” graphs from others.
Wale and Karypis [58] proposed to use the graph fragments to represent the graphs. A graph fragment
is a path, tree, or local graph structure enumerated from the graph data up to a finite length l. Such
enumerated graph fragments are ensured to have 100% coverage of the graph data and avoid the partial
coverage problem by frequent substructures. The recursive definition of graph fragments of length l is given
by
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F (G, l) =

∅, if G has fewer than l edges or l = 0
eF (G\e, l − 1) ∪ F (G\e, l), otherwise
(2.3)
Besides, Horva¨th et al. [27] proposed a method which represents a graph with a set of cyclic and tree
patterns. These patterns are induced by the sets of simple cycles and bridges of the graph. A classifier
is constructed on the training graphs based on the cyclic and tree pattern representation. [34] also uses
subgraphs as features to represent graphs. It proposes a boosting approach to improve classification by
repeatedly calling a base learner and finally producing a hypothesis which combines the hypotheses produced
by the multiple learners.
Molecular Design Limited created the key based fingerprints (Maccs Keys) [3] based on pattern matching
of a chemical compound structure to a pre-defined set of structural fragments that have been identified by
domain experts. Each such structural fragment becomes a feature in the feature space with a binary value.
The Maccs Keys approach relies on domain knowledge to define the structural features but not learns them
from the given dataset.
2.3 Kernel-based Classification
Studies with kernel-based approach aim at designing effective kernel functions to measure the similarity
between the training instances. In kernel methods, all computations are done via a kernel function, which
is the inner product of two vectors in a feature space. A lot of kernel-based approaches have been proposed
on data which is represented not as vectors, such as sequences, texts, trees and graphs.
String kernels have been proposed in literature for text categorization [42, 50] and protein classification
[37, 36]. In these studies, substrings are used as features to represent the data and two instances are compared
in terms of common substrings of a fixed length.
[30] proposed a marginalized graph kernel which computes the expected match of all pairs of random
walk label sequences up to infinite length between two graphs. The kernel computation finally boils down
to obtaining the stationary state of a discrete-time linear system, thus is performed by solving simultane-
ous linear equations. The marginalized kernel is based on an infinite dimensional feature space, so it is
fundamentally different from other string or tree kernels based on dynamic programming. We give a brief
introduction of the marginalized graph kernel as follows. Given a graph G, a hidden variable h = {h1, ..., hl}
is generated by a random walk. At the first step, h1 is sampled from the initial probability distribution
ps(h). Subsequently, at the i-th step, the next vertex hi is sampled subject to the transition probability
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pt(hi|hi−1), but the random walk may also end with probability pq(hi−1). Then the posterior probability





Assume that the hidden sequences h and h’ are given for two graphs G and G′, respectively, the joint
kernel Kz is defined as
Kz(z, z′) =













)×K(vhi , v′h′i), otherwise
(2.5)
where K(v, v′) and K(e, e′) are two kernel functions between vertex labels and edge labels.


































[32] proposed a pattern-discovery kernel which counts the set of all label sequences appearing in more
than p graphs with p being the minimum support. Furthermore, it is possible to add extra conditions, for
example, selecting only the paths frequent in a certain class and infrequent in another class. The features
are constructed by solving the user-imposed constraints such as the minimum support, fragment constraints
and so on.
[20] proposed an optimal assignment kernel which computes the similarity of two graphs based on the
matching of certain substructures like rings and functional groups. The optimal assignment kernel between












knei is a kernel function which compares a pair of atoms (ah, a′h′) from both graphs, including information
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on their neighborhoods, membership to a certain structural elements and other characteristics. It is defined
as




Here R0 is a kernel function which compares all direct neighbors of atoms (a, a′) as the optimal assignment
kernel between all neighbors of a and a′ and the bonds leading to them. Rl denotes the mean of all R0
evaluated at neighbors of topological distance l, and γ(l) is a decay parameter, which reduces the influence of
neighbors that are further away and depends on the topological distance l to (a, a′). The detailed definition
of R0 and Rl is omitted here.
In the kernel-based approach, instances are implicitly mapped into a high-dimensional space, where
information about their similarities (inner product) is used for constructing a hyperplane for classification.
Although kernel methods show promising performance, their implicit definitions of feature space make it
difficult to know what kind of features (subsequences, substructures) are relevant or which features are used
in classification. If the set of relevant features in classification are known to the end users, it may be useful
for a detailed analysis of individual data, as well as for the human decision-making process.
Another disadvantage of the kernel methods is the scalability issue. Since kernel methods have to
compute the pairwise similarity between the training instances, the time complexity is quadratic in terms of
the number of instances. For example, the time complexity of the optimal assignment kernel [20] is O(n2m3)
where n is the number of graph instances and m is the size of a graph. Such a high time complexity makes






The application of frequent patterns in classification appeared in sporadic studies and achieved initial success
in the classification of relational data, text documents and graphs. In this chapter, we present a framework of
discriminative and frequent pattern-based classification, and provide solid reasons supporting this methodol-
ogy. It was well known that feature combinations (patterns) could capture more underlying semantics than
single features. However, inclusion of infrequent patterns may not significantly improve the accuracy due
to their limited predictive power. By building a connection between pattern frequency and discriminative
measures such as information gain and Fisher score, we develop a strategy to set minimum support in fre-
quent pattern mining for generating useful patterns. Based on this strategy, coupled with a proposed feature
selection algorithm, discriminative frequent patterns can be generated for building high quality classifiers.
We demonstrate that the frequent pattern-based classification framework can achieve good scalability and
high accuracy in classifying large datasets.
In this chapter, we first present the problem definition and the classification framework of frequent
pattern-based classification in Section 3.2. We then examine the discriminative power of frequent patterns
in classification in Section 3.3 and build a connection between pattern frequency and discriminative measures
such as information gain and fisher score. Based on the analysis, we discuss the effect of minimum support
on the classification accuracy and develop a strategy to set minimum support in frequent pattern-based
classification in Section 3.4. A feature selection algorithm is proposed in Section 3.5 and experimental


















Figure 3.1: The Framework of Discriminative and Frequent Pattern-based Classification
3.2 Discriminative Frequent Pattern-based Classification
3.2.1 Problem Definition
Let D be a training database, I = {i1, i2, . . . , im} be the set of distinct items, and C = {c1, c2, . . . , ck} be
the set of class labels. Assume D contains a set of n training instances D = {x i, yi}ni=1, where x i ⊆ I is a
set of items and yi ∈ C is a class label.
An itemset α = {α1, α2, . . . , αl} is a subset of I. Given a dataset D = {x i, yi}ni=1, the set of data that
contains α is denoted as Dα = {(x i, yi)|α ⊆ x i}. α is frequent if θ = |Dα||D| ≥ θ0, where θ = |Dα||D| is the
relative support of α, and θ0 is the min sup threshold, 0 ≤ θ0 ≤ 1. The set of frequent itemsets is denoted as
F . Given a dataset D = {x i, yi}ni=1 and a set of frequent patterns F , D is mapped into a higher dimensional
space Bd with d features in I ∪ F . The data is denoted as D′ = {x ′i, yi}ni=1, where x ′i ∈ Bd.
Frequent Pattern-Based Classification is learning a classification model in the feature space of single
features as well as frequent patterns, where frequent patterns are generated w.r.t. min sup.
3.2.2 The Classification Framework
The framework of frequent pattern-based classification basically includes three steps: (1) frequent pattern
mining, (2) feature selection, and (3) model learning. In the feature generation step, frequent patterns are
generated with a user-specified min sup. The data is partitioned according to the class label. Frequent
patterns are discovered in each partition with min sup. The collection of frequent patterns F is the feature
candidates. In the second step, feature selection is applied on F . The set of selected features is Fs. Given
Fs, the dataset D is transformed to D′ in Bd
′
. The feature space includes all the single features as well as





































































Figure 3.2: Pattern-based Classification on Transaction Data
algorithm could be used as the classification model. Before the classification model is applied to the test
instances for prediction, the test instances will be transformed into the new feature space accordingly. Figure
3.1 shows the framework of discriminative and frequent pattern-based classification.
As an example, Figure 3.2 shows the frequent pattern-based classification on transaction data. The
original transaction database is shown in part A. Each transaction contains a set of items and a class label.
Frequent pattern mining is applied with min sup =3 and the set of frequent itemsets are shown in part
B. These patterns are used as additional features to augment the original feature space and transform the
training instances into a higher dimensional space, shown in part C.
3.3 Discriminative Power of Frequent Patterns
Frequent patterns have two properties: (1) each pattern is a higher-order feature, as a combination of single
features, and (2) they are frequent. We will analyze these properties and explain why frequent patterns are
useful for classification.
3.3.1 The Usefulness of Higher-order Features
Frequent pattern is a higher-order feature, as a form of non-linear feature combination over the set of single
features. With inclusion of non-linear feature combinations, the expressive power of the new feature space
increases. The “Exclusive OR” is an example where the data is linearly separable in B3 = (x, y, xy), but not
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Figure 3.3: Information Gain versus Pattern Length on UCI data
so in the original space B2 = (x, y). Non-linear mapping is widely used, e.g., string kernel [42, 37] for text
or biosequence classification. In frequent pattern-based classification, the single feature vector x is explicitly
transformed from the space Bd where d = |I| to a larger space Bd′ where d′ = |I ∪ F |. This will potentially
increase the chance of including important features.
In addition, the discriminative power of some frequent patterns is higher than that of single features
because they capture more underlying semantics of the data. We retrieved three UCI datasets and plotted
information gain [48] of both single features and frequent patterns in Figure 3.3. It is clear that some
frequent patterns have higher information gain than single features.
3.3.2 Discriminative Power versus Pattern Frequency
We study the association between the discriminative power of a feature and its support and demonstrate that
the discriminative power of low-support features is limited. In addition, they could harm the classification
accuracy due to overfitting.
First, a classification model which uses frequent features for induction has statistical significance, thus
generalizes well to the test data. If an infrequent feature is used, the model cannot generalize well to the
test data since it is built based on statistically minor observations. This is referred to as overfitting.
Second, the discriminative power of a pattern is closely related to its support. Take information gain as
an example. For a pattern α represented by a random variable X, the information gain is
IG(C|X) = H(C)−H(C|X) (3.1)
where H(C) is the entropy and H(C|X) is the conditional entropy. Given a dataset with a fixed class
distribution, H(C) is a constant. The upper bound of the information gain, IGub, is
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IGub(C|X) = H(C)−Hlb(C|X) (3.2)
where Hlb(C|X) is the lower bound of H(C|X). Assume the support of α is θ, we will show in the following
that, IGub(C|X) is closely related to θ. When θ is small, IGub(C|X) is low. That is, the infrequent features
have a very low information gain upper bound.
To simplify the analysis, assume X ∈ {0, 1} and C = {0, 1}. Let P (x = 1) = θ, P (c = 1) = p and







P (c|x) logP (c|x)
= −θq log q − θ(1− q) log(1− q)
+ (θq − p) log p− θq
1− θ
+ (θ(1− q)− (1− p)) log (1− p)− θ(1− q)
1− θ
H(C|X) is a function of p, q and θ. Given a dataset, p is a fixed value. As H(C|X) is a concave function,
it reaches its lower bound w.r.t. q, for fixed p and θ at the following conditions. If θ ≤ p, H(C|X) reaches
its lower bound when q = 0 or 1. If θ > p, H(C|X) reaches its lower bound when q = p/θ or 1− (1− p)/θ.
The cases of θ ≤ p and θ ≥ p are symmetric. Due to space limit, we only discuss the case when θ ≤ p and
the analysis for the other is similar.
Since q = 0 and q = 1 are symmetric for the case θ ≤ p, we only discuss the case q = 1. In that case, the
lower bound Hlb(C|X) is
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Figure 3.4: Information Gain versus Support on UCI data
The above analysis demonstrates that the information gain upper bound IGub(C|X) is a function of
support θ. Hlb(C|X)|q=1 is monotonically decreasing with θ, i.e., the smaller θ is, the larger Hlb(C|X),
and the smaller IGub(C|X). When θ is small, IGub(C|X) is small. Therefore, the discriminative power of
low-frequency patterns is bounded by a small value. For the symmetric case θ ≥ p, a similar conclusion could
be drawn: The discriminative power of very high-frequency patterns is bounded by a small value, according
to the similar rationale.
To support the analysis above, we depict empirical results on three UCI datasets in Figure 3.4. The x
axis represents the (absolute) support of a pattern and the y axis represents the information gain. We can
clearly see that the information gain of a low-support pattern is bounded by a small value. In addition, for
each absolute support, we also plot the theoretical upper bound IGub(C|X)|q=1 if θ ≤ p or IGub(C|X)|q=p/θ
if θ > p, given the fixed p = P (c = 1) from the real dataset. We can see that the upper bound of information
gain at very low support (and very high support) is small, which confirms our analysis. For example, for a
support count of 31 (i.e., θ = 5%) in Figure 3.4 (a), the information gain upper bound is as low as 0.06.
Another interesting observation is, at a medium large support (e.g., support = 300 in Figure 3.4 (a))
where the upper bound reaches the maximum possible value IGub = H(C), there is a big margin between the
information gain of frequent patterns and the upper bound. However, it does not necessarily demonstrate
that frequent patterns cannot have very high discriminative power. As a matter of fact, the set of available
frequent patterns and their predictive power is closely related to the dataset and the class distribution.
Besides information gain, Fisher score [18] is also popularly used to measure the discriminative power of
a feature. We analyze the relationship between Fisher score and pattern support. Fisher score is defined as
Fr =
∑c





where ni is the number of data samples in class i, µi is the average feature value in class i, σi is the standard
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deviation of the feature value in class i, and µ is the average feature value in the whole dataset.
We use the notation of p, q and θ as defined before and assume we only have two classes. Assume θ ≤ p
(the analysis for θ > p is symmetric), then Fr is,
Fr =
θ(p− q)2
p(1− p)(1− θ)− θ(p− q)2 (3.5)
In Eq. (3.5), let Y = p(1− p)(1− θ) and Z = θ(p− q)2. Then Y ≥ 0 and Z ≥ 0. If Y = 0, we can verify
that Z = 0 too. Then Fr is undefined in Eq. (3.5). In this case, Fr = 0 according to Eq. (3.4). For the case




For fixed p and θ, Y is a positive constant. Then Fr monotonically increases with Z = θ(p−q)2. Assume
p ∈ (0, 0.5] (p ∈ [0.5, 1) is symmetric), then when q = 1, Fr reaches its maximum value w.r.t. q, for fixed p




According to Eq. (3.6), as θ increases, Frub|q=1 increases monotonically, for a fixed p. For θ ≤ p, Fisher
score upper bound of a low-frequency pattern is smaller than that of a high-frequency one. Note, as θ
increases, Frub|q=1 will have a very large value. When θ → p, Frub|q=1 →∞.
Another interesting evidence to show the relationship between Fr and θ is the sign of ∂Fr∂θ . For Eq. (3.5),





(p− p2 − θq2 − θp+ 2θpq)2 ≥ 0 (3.7)
The inequality holds because p ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, when θ ≤ p, Fr monotonically increases with θ,
for fixed p and q. The result shows that, Fisher score of a high-frequency feature is larger than that of a
low-frequency one, if p and q are fixed.
Figure 3.5 shows the Fisher score of each pattern vs. its (absolute) support. We also plot the Fisher
score upper bound Frub w.r.t. support. As mentioned above, for θ ≤ p, as θ increases, Frub will have very
large values. Frub → ∞ as θ approaches p. Hence, we only plot a portion of the curve which shows the
trend very clearly. The result is similar to Figure 3.4. These empirical results demonstrate that, features of
low support have very limited discriminative power, which is due to their limited coverage in the dataset.
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Figure 3.5: Fisher Score versus Support on UCI data
Features of very high support have very limited discriminative power too, which is due to their commonness
in the data.
3.3.3 On the Power of Discriminative Frequent Patterns
Based on the above analysis, we will demonstrate that the frequent pattern-based classification is an effective
methodology. The justification is done by building a connection between a well-established information gain-
based feature selection approach and our frequent pattern-based method.
Assume the problem context is using combined features for classification. In a commonly used feature
selection approach, assume all feature combinations are generated as feature candidates. A subset of high
quality features are selected for classification, with an information gain threshold IG0 (or a Fisher score




(IGub(θ) ≤ IG0) (3.8)
where IGub(θ) is the information gain upper bound at support θ. That is, θ∗ is the maximum support
threshold where the information gain upper bound at this point is no greater than IG0.
The feature selection approach filters all the combined features whose information gain is less than IG0;
accordingly, in the frequent pattern-based method, features with support θ ≤ θ∗ can be safely skipped
because IG(θ) ≤ IGub(θ) ≤ IGub(θ∗) ≤ IG0. Compared with the information gain-based approach, it is
equivalent to generate the feature with min sup = θ∗, then apply feature selection on the frequent patterns
only. The latter is our frequent pattern-based approach. Since the number of all the feature combinations is
usually very large, the enumeration and feature selection over such a huge feature space is computationally
intractable. In contrast, frequent pattern-based method achieves the same result but in a much more efficient
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way. Obviously it can benefit from the state-of-the-art frequent pattern mining algorithms. The choice of the
information gain threshold IG0 in the first approach corresponds to the setting of the min sup parameter in
our framework. If IG0 is large, the corresponding θ∗ is large and vice versa. As it is important to determine
the information gain threshold in most feature selection algorithms, the strategy of setting an appropriate
min sup is equally crucial. We will discuss this issue in Section 3.4.
3.4 The Minimum Support Effect
Since the set of frequent patterns F is generated according to min sup, we study the impact of min sup on
the classification accuracy and propose a strategy to set min sup.
If min sup is set with a large value, the patterns in F correspond to very frequent ones. In the context
of classification, they may not be the best feature candidates, since they appear in a large portion of the
dataset, in different classes. We can clearly observe in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 that at a very large min sup value,
the theoretical upper bound decreases, due to the “overwhelming” occurrences of the high-support patterns.
This is analogous to the stop word in text retrieval where those highly frequent words are removed before
document retrieval or text categorization.
As min sup lowers down, it is expected that the trend of classification accuracy increases, as more
discriminative patterns with medium frequency are discovered. However, as min sup decreases to a very
low value, the classification accuracy stops increasing, or even starts dropping due to overfitting. As we
analyzed in Section 3.3.2, features with low support have low discriminative power. They could even harm
the classification accuracy if they are included for classification, due to the overfitting effect. In addition,
the costs of time and space at both the frequent pattern mining and the feature selection step become very
high with a low min sup.
We propose a strategy to set min sup, the major steps of which are outlined below.
1. Compute the theoretical information gain (or Fisher score) upper bound as a function of support θ;
2. Choose an information gain threshold IG0 for feature filtering purpose;
3. Find θ∗ = argmaxθ (IGub(θ) ≤ IG0);
4. Mine frequent patterns with min sup = θ∗.
First, compute the theoretical information gain upper bound as a function of support θ. This only involves
with the class distribution p, without generating frequent patterns. Then decide an information gain thresh-
old IG0 and find the corresponding θ∗. Then for θ ≤ θ∗, IGub(θ) ≤ IGub(θ∗) ≤ IG0. In this way, frequent
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patterns are generated efficiently without missing any feature candidates w.r.t. IG0. As there are more ma-
ture studies on how to set the information gain threshold in feature selection methods [68], we can borrow
their strategy and map the selected information gain threshold to a min sup threshold in our method.
3.5 Feature Selection Algorithm MMRFS
Although frequent patterns are shown to be useful for classification, not every frequent pattern is equally
useful. It is necessary to perform feature selection to single out a subset of discriminative features and
remove non-discriminative ones. In this section, we propose an algorithm MMRFS. The notion is borrowed
from the Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) [8] heuristic in information retrieval, where a document
has high marginal relevance if it is both relevant to the query and contains minimal marginal similarity to
previously selected documents. We first define relevance and redundancy of a frequent pattern in the context
of classification.
Definition 1 (Relevance) A relevance measure S is a function mapping a pattern α to a real value such
that S(α) is the relevance w.r.t. the class label.
Relevance models the discriminative power of a frequent pattern w.r.t. the class label. Measures like
information gain and Fisher score can be used as a relevance measure.
Definition 2 (Redundancy) A redundancy measure R is a function mapping two patterns α and β to a
real value such that R(α, β) is the redundancy between them.
Redundancy measures the extent by which two patterns are similar. In this method, we use a variant of
the Jaccard measure [54] to measure the redundancy between different features.
R(α, β) =
P (α, β)
P (α) + P (β)− P (α, β) ×min(S(α), S(β)) (3.9)
According to the redundancy definition, we use the closed frequent patterns [70] as features instead of
frequent ones in our framework, since for a closed pattern α and its non-closed sub-pattern β, β is completely
redundant w.r.t. α.
The MMRFS algorithm searches over the feature space in a heuristic way. A feature is selected if it
is relevant to the class label and contains very low redundancy to the features already selected. Initially,
the feature with the highest relevance measure is selected. Then the algorithm incrementally selects more
patterns from F with an estimated gain g. A pattern is selected if it has the maximum gain among the
remaining patterns. The gain of a pattern α given a set of already selected patterns Fs is
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g(α) = S(α)− max
β∈Fs
R(α, β) (3.10)
Algorithm 1 Feature Selection Algorithm MMRFS
Input: Frequent patterns F , Coverage threshold δ,
Relevance S, Redundancy R
Output: A selected pattern set Fs
1: Let α be the most relevant pattern;
2: Fs = {α};
3: while (true)
4: Find a pattern β such that the gain g(β) is the
maximum among the set of patterns in F − Fs;
5: If β can correctly cover at least one instance
6: Fs = Fs ∪ {β};
7: F = F − {β};
8: If all instances are covered δ times or F = φ
9: break;
10: return Fs
An interesting question arises: How many frequent patterns should be selected for effective classification?
A promising method is to add a database coverage constraint δ, as in [38]. The coverage parameter δ is set
to ensure that each training instance is covered at least δ times by the selected features. In this way, the
number of features selected is automatically determined, given a user-specified parameter δ. The algorithm
is described in Algorithm 1.
3.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we report a systematic experimental study for the evaluation of our frequent pattern-based
classification framework and our proposed feature selection algorithm MMRFS.
A series of datasets from UCI Machine Learning Repository are tested. Continuous attributes are dis-
cretized. We use FPClose [22] to generate closed patterns and MMRFS algorithm to do the feature selection.
LIBSVM [9] and C4.5 in Weka [63] are chosen as two classification models. Each dataset is partitioned into
ten parts evenly. Each time, one part is used for test and the other nine are used for training. We did 10-fold
cross validation on each training set and picked the best model for test. The classification accuracies on the
ten test datasets are averaged and reported.
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3.6.1 Frequent Pattern-based Classification
We test the performance of the frequent pattern-based classification. For each dataset, a set of frequent
patterns F is generated. A classification model is built using features in I ∪F , denoted as Pat All. MMRFS
is applied on F and a classifier is built using features in I ∪ Fs, denoted as Pat FS. For comparison, we test
the classifiers built on single features, denoted as Item All (using all single features) and Item FS (selected
single features), respectively. Table 3.1 shows the results by SVM and Table 3.2 shows the results by C4.5.
In LIBSVM, all the above four models use linear kernel. In addition, an SVM model is built using RBF
kernel on single features, denoted as Item RBF.
Table 3.1: Accuracy of Pattern-based Classification by SVM
Data Single Feature Frequent Pattern
Item All Item FS Item RBF Pat All Pat FS
anneal 99.78 99.78 99.11 99.33 99.67
austral 85.01 85.50 85.01 81.79 91.14
auto 83.25 84.21 78.80 74.97 90.79
breast 97.46 97.46 96.98 96.83 97.78
cleve 84.81 84.81 85.80 78.55 95.04
diabetes 74.41 74.41 74.55 77.73 78.31
glass 75.19 75.19 74.78 79.91 81.32
heart 84.81 84.81 84.07 82.22 88.15
hepatic 84.50 89.04 85.83 81.29 96.83
horse 83.70 84.79 82.36 82.35 92.39
iono 93.15 94.30 92.61 89.17 95.44
iris 94.00 96.00 94.00 95.33 96.00
labor 89.99 91.67 91.67 94.99 95.00
lymph 81.00 81.62 84.29 83.67 96.67
pima 74.56 74.56 76.15 76.43 77.16
sonar 82.71 86.55 82.71 84.60 90.86
vehicle 70.43 72.93 72.14 73.33 76.34
wine 98.33 99.44 98.33 98.30 100
zoo 97.09 97.09 95.09 94.18 99.00
From Table 3.1, it is clear that Pat FS achieves the best classification accuracy in most cases. It has
significant improvement over Item All and Item FS. This result is consistent with our theoretical analysis
that (1) frequent patterns are useful by mapping the data to a higher dimensional space; and (2) the
discriminative power of some frequent patterns is higher than that of single features.
Another interesting observation is that the performance of Item RBF is inferior to that of Pat FS. The
reason is, RBF kernel has a different mechanism for feature generation from our approach. In our approach,
min sup is used to filter out low-frequency features and MMRFS is applied to select highly discriminative
features. On the other hand, the RBF kernel maps the original feature vector to a possibly infinite dimension.
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Table 3.2: Accuracy of Pattern-based Classification by C4.5
Dataset Single Features Frequent Patterns
Item All Item FS Pat All Pat FS
anneal 98.33 98.33 97.22 98.44
austral 84.53 84.53 84.21 88.24
auto 71.70 77.63 71.14 78.77
breast 95.56 95.56 95.40 96.35
cleve 80.87 80.87 80.84 91.42
diabetes 77.02 77.02 76.00 76.58
glass 75.24 75.24 76.62 79.89
heart 81.85 81.85 80.00 86.30
hepatic 78.79 85.21 80.71 93.04
horse 83.71 83.71 84.50 87.77
iono 92.30 92.30 92.89 94.87
iris 94.00 94.00 93.33 93.33
labor 86.67 86.67 95.00 91.67
lymph 76.95 77.62 74.90 83.67
pima 75.86 75.86 76.28 76.72
sonar 80.83 81.19 83.67 83.67
vehicle 70.70 71.49 74.24 73.06
wine 95.52 93.82 96.63 99.44
zoo 91.18 91.18 95.09 97.09
The degree (i.e., the maximum length) of combined features depends on the value of γ where γ is the factor
in K(x,y) = e−γ‖x−y‖2 , i.e., the degree increases as γ grows. Given a particular γ, the combined features
F p of length ≤ p are used without discriminating their frequency or predictive power, while the combined
features of length > p are filtered out.
We also observe that the performance of Pat All is much worse than that of Pat FS, which confirms
our reasoning that, redundant and non-discriminative patterns often overfit the model and deteriorate the
classification accuracy. In addition, MMRFS is shown to be effective. Generally, any effective feature
selection algorithm can be used in our framework. The emphasis is that feature selection is an important
step in frequent pattern-based classification.
The above results are also observed in Table 3.2 for decision tree-based classification.
3.6.2 Scalability Tests
Scalability tests are performed to show our frequent pattern-based framework is very scalable with good
classification accuracy. Three dense datasets, Chess, Waveform and Letter Recognition1 from UCI repository
are used. On each data, min sup = 1 is used to enumerate all feature combinations and feature selection is
1The discretized Letter Recognition data is obtained from www.csc.liv.ac.uk/∼frans/KDD/Software/LUCS-KDD-DN/DataSets
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Table 3.3: Accuracy and Time on Chess Data
min sup #Patterns Time (s) SVM (%) C4.5 (%)
1 N/A N/A N/A N/A
2000 68,967 44.703 92.52 97.59
2200 28,358 19.938 91.68 97.84
2500 6,837 2.906 91.68 97.62
2800 1,031 0.469 91.84 97.37
3000 136 0.063 91.90 97.06
Table 3.4: Accuracy and Time on Waveform Data
min sup #Patterns Time (s) SVM (%) C4.5 (%)
1 9,468,109 N/A N/A N/A
80 26,576 176.485 92.40 88.35
100 15,316 90.406 92.19 87.29
150 5,408 23.610 91.53 88.80
200 2,481 8.234 91.22 87.32
applied over them. In comparison, the frequent pattern-based classification method is tested with variant
support threshold settings.
In Table 3.3, we show the result by varying min sup on the Chess data which contains 3, 196 instances, 2
classes and 73 items. #Patterns gives the number of closed patterns. Time gives the sum of pattern mining
and feature selection time. We do not include the classification time in the table because our goal is to show
that the proposed framework has good scalability in feature generation and selection. The last two columns
give the classification accuracy by SVM and C4.5. When min sup = 1, the enumeration of all the patterns
cannot complete in days, thus blocking model construction. Our framework, benefiting from higher support
threshold, can accomplish the mining of frequent patterns in seconds and achieve satisfactory classification
accuracy.
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show similar results on the other two datasets. When min sup = 1, millions of
patterns are enumerated. Feature selection fails with such a large number of patterns. In contrast, our
frequent pattern-based method is very efficient and achieves good accuracy within a wide range of minimum
support thresholds.
3.7 Summary
We propose a systematic framework for frequent pattern-based classification and give theoretical analysis to
demonstrate the association between the discriminative power and a feature’s frequency. Our study shows
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Table 3.5: Accuracy and Time on Letter Recognition Data
min sup #Patterns Time (s) SVM (%) C4.5 (%)
1 5,147,030 N/A N/A N/A
3000 3,246 200.406 79.86 77.08
3500 2,078 103.797 80.21 77.28
4000 1,429 61.047 79.57 77.32
4500 962 35.235 79.51 77.42
frequent patterns are high quality features and have good model generalization ability. A strategy for setting
min sup is also suggested. In addition, we propose a feature selection algorithm to select discriminative fre-
quent patterns. Experimental studies demonstrate that significant improvement is achieved in classification
accuracy using the frequent pattern-based classification framework. The framework is also applicable to




Mining Discriminative Patterns by
Branch-and-Bound Search
4.1 Introduction
Existing methods for frequent pattern-based classification often adopt a two-step approach: frequent pattern
(or classification rule) mining followed by feature selection (or rule ranking). Our proposed method in
Chapter 3 is such an example. However, this two-step process could be computationally expensive, especially
when the problem scale is large or the minimum support is low. It was observed that frequent pattern mining
usually produces a huge number of patterns that could not only slow down the mining process but also make
feature selection hard to complete.
In this chapter, we propose a direct discriminative pattern mining approach, DDPMine, to tackle the
efficiency issue arising from the two-step approach. DDPMine performs a branch-and-bound search for
directly mining discriminative patterns without generating the complete pattern set. Instead of selecting
best patterns in a batch, we introduce a “feature-centered” mining approach that generates discriminative
patterns sequentially on a progressively shrinking FP-tree by incrementally eliminating training instances.
The instance elimination effectively reduces the problem size iteratively and expedites the mining process.
Empirical results show that DDPMine achieves orders of magnitude speedup without any downgrade of
classification accuracy.
In this chapter, we will first examine in Section 4.2 the computational issue in the two-step approach
introduced in Chapter 3, then we propose a direct discriminative pattern mining approach which provides a
both accurate and efficient solution in Section 4.3. Experimental results are reported in Section 4.4. A brief
summary of this chapter is provided in Section 4.5.
4.2 Computational Bottleneck In Frequent Pattern Mining
The two-step process introduced in Chapter 3 has been shown to achieve very high accuracy. However, it










A. Mining the whole set of patterns
B. Direct mining of the most discriminative patterns
Figure 4.1: Computational Bottleneck in Pattern-based Classification
is low. Figure 4.1 (A) shows the flow of the two-step framework: the whole set of frequent patterns are
discovered from the input dataset according to a min sup. The number of frequent patterns could be very
huge, e.g., 104 ∼ 106. Feature selection is applied to filter out those features with low discriminative measure
and a compact set of highly discriminative ones are selected for classification. Although the approach
is straightforward and achieves high classification accuracy, it could incur high computational cost. The
efficiency issues exist in the following two aspects.
First, frequent pattern mining could take a long time to complete due to the exponential combinations
among items, which is common for dense datasets or high-dimensional microarray data. When the problem
scale is large or min sup is low, it could take forever to complete the mining. It often turns out that the
mining results, even those for closed frequent itemsets, are explosive in size.
More importantly, the classification tasks attach great importance to the frequent itemsets that are
highly discriminative w.r.t. the class labels. Since frequent itemsets are generated solely based on support
information, not based on discriminative power, a large number of indiscriminative itemsets can be generated
during the mining step. When the complete mining results are prohibitively large, yet only the highly
discriminative ones are of real interest, it is inefficient to wait forever for the mining algorithm to finish
and then apply feature selection to post-process the huge-sized mining results. Even for a feature selection
algorithm with linear complexity, it could be very expensive to process an explosive number, such as millions,
of features which is a common scale in frequent patterns.
The computational cost raised by the two-step framework motivates us to investigate an alternative
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approach: Instead of generating the complete set of frequent patterns, directly mine highly discriminative
patterns for classification. This leads to our proposal of a direct discriminative pattern mining approach,
DDPMine. Figure 4.1 (B) illustrates the DDPMine mining methodology which first transforms data into a
compact FP-tree [24] and then searches discriminative patterns directly with a branch-and-bound search.
Instead of selecting best patterns in a batch, we introduce a “feature-centered” mining approach that gener-
ates discriminative patterns sequentially on a progressively shrinking FP-tree by incrementally eliminating
training instances. The instance elimination effectively reduces the problem size iteratively and expedites the
mining process. Empirical results show that DDPMine achieves orders of magnitude speedup without any
downgrade of classification accuracy. DDPMine is shown to outperform the two-step method with significant
speedup.
4.3 Direct Discriminative Pattern Mining
In the DDPMine approach, there are two objectives we want to achieve: (1) for efficiency concerns, we want
to directly mine a set of highly discriminative patterns; and (2) for accuracy consideration, we impose a
feature coverage constraint: every training instance has to be covered by one or multiple features.
DDPMine developed two modules to meet these two objectives: (1) a branch-and-bound search method
to identify the most discriminative pattern in a data set; (2) an instance elimination process to remove the
training instances that are covered by the patterns selected so far. The branch-and-bound search algorithm
is based on the upper bound estimation of discriminative measures derived in Section 3.3.2, which is able to
prune the search space effectively. DDPMine progressively reduces the dataset size by iteratively eliminating
training instances. This expedites the mining process since the mining complexity is closely related to the
dataset size. Both processes are actually implemented in a compact tree structure, FP-Tree, and are able to
avoid the generation of the complete pattern set.
4.3.1 Branch-and-Bound Search
An upper bound of discriminative measures such as information gain [48] was derived by [11] which
is a function of pattern frequency. The discriminative power of low-frequency patterns is upper bounded
by a small value. Based on this conclusion, we design a branch-and-bound search for directly mining
discriminative patterns and pruning the indiscriminative ones. We adopt FP-growth [24] as the basic mining
methodology and show how to incorporate the theoretical upper bound to facilitate a branch-and-bound
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Algorithm 2 The Branch-and-bound Mining Algorithm
Input: An FP-tree P , min sup s, a prefix α
Output: The most discriminative feature bestPat
Global variable: maxIG := 0, bestPat := null
Procedure branch and bound(P, s, α)
1: if P = ∅
2: return;
3: for each item ai in P do
4: generate pattern β = ai ∪ α with support=ai.support;
5: compute information gain IG(β);
6: if IG(β) > maxIG
7: maxIG := IG(β);
8: bestPat := β;
9: construct pattern β’s conditional database Dβ ;
10: IGub(|Dβ |) := upper bound(|Dβ |);
11: if maxIG ≥ IGub(Dβ)
12: skip mining on Dβ ;
13: else
14: construct β’s conditional FP-tree Pβ ;
15: branch and bound(Pβ , s, β);
search. For details of FP-growth mining, please refer to [24].
The basic idea is, during the recursive FP-growth mining, we use a global variable to record the most
discriminative itemset discovered so far and its information gain score. Before proceeding to construct a
conditional FP-tree, we first estimate the upper bound of information gain, given the size of the conditional
database. Since the support of any itemset from this conditional database cannot be greater than the
conditional database size, the information gain of any itemset from this conditional database is bounded
by the upper bound value. If the upper bound value is no greater than the current best value, we could
safely skip this conditional FP-tree as well as any FP-tree recursively constructed from this one. Algorithm
2 shows the branch-and-bound mining algorithm. IG(β) on line 6 is the information gain of frequent pattern
β and IGub(|Dβ |) on line 10 is the information gain upper bound given the conditional database Dβ . The
upper bound formulae were derived in [11] and details are provided in Section 3.3.2.
We will illustrate this method through the following example. Table 4.1 shows a training database which
contains eight instances and two classes. Let min sup = 2. The global FP-tree is illustrated in Figure
4.2. The FP-tree is a compact prefix-tree structure. A node represents an item with the count and a path
represents a transaction.
The first frequent itemset generated is d with an information gain value IG(d) = 0.016. Then maxIG
is assigned 0.016. The conditional database and FP-tree on d is shown in Figure 4.3. Given the size of the
conditional database is 3, the information gain upper bound is IGub(3) = 0.467. Since IGub(3) > maxIG, we
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TID Set of Items Class Label
100 a, b, c 1
200 a, b, c, d 1
300 a, b, c 1
400 a, b, d 1
500 c, d 0
600 b, c 0
700 a, b, c 1
800 a, b, c 1









Figure 4.2: The Global FP-tree
cannot prune the conditional FP-tree on d. Therefore, we perform recursive mining on the conditional FP-
tree and get ad, bd, cd and abd, with IG(ad) = 0.123, IG(bd) = 0.123, IG(cd) = 0.074 and IG(abd) = 0.123.
As the mining proceeds to the frequent itemset a, we can compute its information gain IG(a) = 0.811
which is assigned to maxIG as well. The conditional database and FP-tree on a is shown in Figure 4.4.
Given the size of the conditional database is 6, the information gain upper bound is IGub(6) = 0.811. Since
maxIG = IGub(6), any itemset generated from the conditional FP-tree will have an information gain no
greater than maxIG. Therefore, the conditional FP-tree can be pruned without any mining. To confirm our
analysis, we could double check the actual mining results from this conditional FP-tree: ab, ac, ad, abd and
abc. A careful verification shows that the information gain of all these itemsets is no greater than maxIG,
which is consistent with our pruning decision.
4.3.2 A Feature Coverage Goal
In frequent pattern-based classification, one goal is to ensure every training instance is covered by one or
multiple features. One way to realize this goal is to perform feature selection based on the “sequential
coverage paradigm” [44]. The sequential coverage algorithm takes as input a set of training instances D and
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Figure 4.3: Conditional DB and FP-tree on d
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Figure 4.4: Conditional DB and FP-tree on a
a set of features F , and iteratively applies the feature selection step. At each step, the algorithm selects
the feature with the highest discriminative measure. After selecting this feature, all the training instances
containing this feature are eliminated from D and the feature is marked as selected. In the next iteration,
the same step is applied, but on a smaller set of training examples. This algorithm continues in an iterative
fashion until either all the training examples are eliminated or all the features are selected.
Algorithm 3 Feature Selection
Input: Frequent patterns F , Training database D
Output: A selected pattern set Fs
1: Fs := ∅;
2: while (true)
3: Find the best pattern α in F − Fs;
4: If α can correctly cover at least one instance in D
5: Fs := Fs ∪ {α};
6: F := F − {α};
7: D := D −Dα;
7: If D = ∅ or F = ∅
8: break;
9: return Fs
Algorithm 3 sketches the feature selection process in a set of frequent patterns. The criterion of “best
pattern” in Line 3 could be information gain [48], fisher score [18] or others. The time complexity of this
sequential coverage algorithm is O(|F | · |D|), where |F | is the size of feature set and |D| is the size of training
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data.
4.3.3 Training Instance Elimination
The branch-and-bound search directly mines the discriminative patterns and effectively prunes the search
space. To achieve the feature coverage objective that ensures every training instance is covered by one or
multiple features, there are two different approaches: a transaction-centered approach and a feature-centered
approach. We first present the transaction-centered approach and analyze why it does not work efficiently.
Then we propose the feature-centered approach which is a core part of DDPMine.
Transaction-Centered Approach
The transaction-centered approach is to mine a set of discriminative features to satisfy the feature coverage
constraint for each training instance.
The transaction-centered approach could be built on FP-growth mining with some additional operations.
It keeps the best feature generated so far for each transaction. When a frequent pattern β is generated, the
transaction id list T (β) is computed. We go through every instance t ∈ T (β) and check whether β is the
best feature for t. To get T (β), we have to check the training database. Therefore, the cost associated with
this approach is
Cost = Tmining +m · Tcheck db (4.1)
where Tmining is the time of FP-growth mining and Tcheck db is the time to get T (β) for a frequent itemset
β. m is the number of frequent itemsets generated. Since the number of frequent itemsets is usually very
huge, even explosive, m is a very large factor. In our experiments, we observe that m is usually between
hundreds of thousands to several million. Table 4.2 shows the mining time, the total check db time as well
as the number of itemsets m on several large datasets. As shown in the table, m is usually very huge
and the check db time is at least two orders of magnitude larger than the mining time. Therefore, the
check db operation becomes the major computational bottleneck due to the large factor m, which makes the
transaction-centered approach inefficient.
Feature-Centered Approach – Our Choice
In light of the cost associated with the transaction-centered approach, we want to directly mine discrimi-
native features while reducing the number of check db operations. Therefore, we propose a feature-centered
approach which, as suggested by the name, primarily focuses on the discriminative features.
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Table 4.2: Runtime of Transaction-Centered Approach
Dataset min sup Tmining m · Tcheck db m
adult 50 0.203 355.648 22228
chess 1000 9.219 883.971 844258
hypo 1000 1.766 158.995 153412
sick 1000 6.531 454.379 495380
Algorithm 4 The DDPMine Algorithm
Input: An FP-tree P , min sup s
Output: A set of selected features Fs
Procedure DDPMine(P, s)
1: if P = ∅
2: return;
3: α := branch and bound(P, s, null);
4: if α = null
5: return;
6: Compute the transaction id list T (α) containing α;
7: P ′ := update tree(P, T (α));
8: Fs := {α}∪ DDPMine(P ′, s);
9: return Fs;
The basic idea is, a branch-and-bound search produces the most discriminative itemset α but the mining
process does not compute any transaction id at all. After mining, the transaction id list T (α) is computed.
Then we eliminate the transactions in T (α) from the FP-tree and repeat the branch-and-bound search on
the updated tree. This process iterates until all transactions are removed from the FP-tree.
This approach is feature-centered in the sense that the mining process only concerns mining the most
discriminative pattern. The chech db operation is not performed on any intermediate mining results, but
only on the best feature produced by the mining process.
The DDPMine algorithm, which integrates the branch-and-bound search and the feature-centered ap-
proach, is presented in Algorithm 4. It takes two inputs: an FP-tree and min sup. An initial FP-tree is
constructed from the training database. branch and bound searches the most discriminative feature α. Then
the transaction set T (α) containing α is computed and removed from P . The resulting FP-tree is P ′. Then
DDPMine is recursively invoked on P ′ until the FP-tree becomes empty. If the branch and bound search
function fails to discover any feature w.r.t. min sup in the current FP-tree, the whole procedure terminates.
The final output is the set of frequent itemsets generated by the iterative mining process.
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Correspondingly, the cost associated with DDPMine is
Cost = n · (Tmining + Tcheck db + Tupdate) (4.2)
where n is the number of iterations which is usually very small. We will derive an upper bound of n in
Section 4.3.4. Tupdate is the time to update the FP-tree. We design an efficient method for the update
operation as follows.
Progressively Shrinking FP-Tree
One step in the DDPMine algorithm is update tree, which removes the set of training instances T (α) con-
taining the feature α from the FP-tree. We design an efficient method for update tree operation with the
corresponding data structure.
When we insert a training instance into an FP-tree, we register the transaction id of this instance at
the node which corresponds to the very last item in the instance. Accordingly, the FP-tree carries training
instance id lists. For efficiency concern, the id lists are only registered with the global FP-tree, but not
propagated in the conditional FP-trees when performing the recursive FP-growth mining.
When a frequent itemset α is generated, the training instances T (α) have to be removed from the global
FP-tree. Then we perform a traversal of the FP-tree and examine the id lists associated with the tree nodes.
When an id in a node appears in T (α), this id is removed. Correspondingly, the count on this node is
reduced by 1, as well as the count on all the ancestor nodes up to the root of the tree. When the count
reaches 0 at any node, the node is removed from the FP-tree. Therefore, the update operation basically is
a traversal of the FP-tree, the complexity of this operation is
Tupdate = O(|V |+ |D|) (4.3)
where |V | is the number of nodes in the FP-tree and |D| is the number of training instances in the database.
In our previous example, when we discover the itemset a with T (a) = {100, 200, 300, 400, 700, 800}, T (a)
are removed from the FP-tree. Figure 4.5 shows the updated tree where the gray nodes are the nodes with 0
count and will be removed from the updated tree. The rectangle boxes are the transaction id lists associated
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Figure 4.5: The Updated FP-tree with TID
Feature Coverage
In the DDPMine algorithm, when a feature is generated, the transactions containing this feature are removed.
In real classification tasks, we may want to generate multiple features to represent a transaction for accuracy
consideration. To realize this purpose, we introduce a feature coverage parameter δ: A transaction is
eliminated from further consideration when it is covered by at least δ features. This feature could be easily
integrated into DDPMine with some minor changes in the data structure: We keep a counter for each
transaction. Whenever a feature is generated, the counter for each transaction containing this feature is
incremented by one. When a counter reaches δ, the corresponding transaction is removed from the tree.
The counters are stored in an array of integers, called CTable.
Besides the counter, we need to keep a global hash table, called HTable, to keep track of the features
that are already discovered. When δ > 1, a transaction will not be eliminated unless the counter reaches
δ. As a result, the FP-tree may remain unchanged when no transactions are eliminated in one iteration. In
such a case, we need to use a hash table to keep track of the features that are already discovered and thus
avoid generating the same features multiple times. Let’s follow the example in Table 4.1 and assume δ = 2.
In the first iteration, we generate the feature a. The CTable and HTable are shown in Figure 4.6. Since no
counter reaches δ = 2, no transaction is removed from the FP-tree. Thus, it remains unchanged.
In the following iterations, the HTable will be checked for duplication whenever a new feature is discov-
ered. If there is a “hit” in the HTable, the new feature will be ignored and the mining proceeds. In the
second iteration of this example, the mining algorithm first discovers a which exists in HTable already. Then
the algorithm ignores it and proceeds. Finally, it generates ab as the most discriminative feature. After
ab is generated, the CTable and HTable are changed and shown in Figure 4.7. Accordingly, transactions
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Figure 4.7: CTable and HTable at Iteration 2
4.3.4 Efficiency Analysis
DDPMine works in an iterative way and terminates when the training database becomes empty. We derive
an upper bound of the number of iterations DDPMine has to go through.
Assume min sup = θ0. DDPMine produces a frequent itemset αi in the i-th iteration, sup(αi) ≥ θ0. In
the i-th iteration, we eliminate the training instances T (αi) from the current set of training instances since
they are covered by the feature αi. Therefore, we have the following equation which specifies the reduction
of the training instance database:
|Di| = |Di−1| − |T (αi)| (4.4)
where Di is the training instances remaining after the i-th iteration, T (αi) is the id list of transactions which
contain αi, and D0 is the complete set of training instances.
Since sup(αi) ≥ θ0, we have |T (αi)| ≥ θ0|Di−1| in equivalence. Then we have
|Di| = |Di−1| − |T (αi)| ≤ (1− θ0)|Di−1| (4.5)
According to Eq. (4.5), we have
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|Di| ≤ (1− θ0)i|D0| (4.6)







According to Eq. (4.7), if θ0 = 0.5, n ≤ log2|D0|. If θ0 = 0.2, n ≤ log1.25|D0|. If the training database
has 1 million instances, then n ≤ 20 if θ0 = 0.5; n ≤ 62 if θ0 = 0.2.
The above bound analysis assumes the feature coverage parameter δ = 1. If δ > 1, the bound of n
becomes
n ≤ δ · log|D0|
log 11−θ0
= δ · log 1
1−θ0
|D0| (4.8)
Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) provide an upper bound of the number of iterations. In each iteration, the major
computational cost is the frequent itemset mining. But it is more efficient than the original FP-growth
mining, since it has the branch-and-bound pruning mechanism. In addition, the mining becomes more and
more efficient as the training database shrinks. Combining Eqs. (4.2) and (4.8), the cost of DDPMine is
Cost ≤ δ · log 1
1−θ0
|D0| · (Tmining + Tcheck db + Tupdate) (4.9)
4.4 Experimental Results
We conduct a systematic experimental study to evaluate DDPMine on both efficiency and accuracy. A series
of datasets from UCI Machine Learning Repository are tested. The implementation of the branch-and-bound
mining is done based on FPClose [22]. LIBSVM [9] is used as the classification model. 5-fold cross validation
is used for evaluation: Each dataset is partitioned into five parts evenly. Each time, one part is used for test
and the other four are used in DDPMine for mining and training. The classification accuracies on the five
test sets are averaged. The algorithm is implemented in Microsoft Visual C++ and experiments were run























































































Figure 4.8: Efficiency Tests
4.4.1 Efficiency Evaluation
Efficiency Comparison
We test the efficiency of DDPMine as min sup varies. For comparison, we tested two other methods.
• HARMONY [59] which is an instance-centric rule-based classifier. It directly mines the final set of
classification rules. By introducing several novel search strategies and pruning methods into the rule
discovery process, HARMONY has shown high efficiency and better classification accuracy than CPAR
[69] and SVM.
• PatClass [11] which is a frequent pattern-based classifier. It takes the two-step procedure by first mining
a set of frequent itemsets followed by a feature selection step. This method has shown to achieve high
classification accuracy. LIBSVM is used as the classification model in PatClass as well.
In this experiment, we choose four large datasets: adult, chess, hypo and sick. We tested the running time










































































Figure 4.9: Runtime of Branch-and-Bound Search
in Figure 4.8, it is clear that DDPMine is the most efficient method. It outperforms both HARMONY and
PatClass by an order of magnitude or even more. In addition, the running time of DDPMine is not affected
much bymin sup. A reasonable explanation for this property is the effect of the training instance elimination:
The problem size progressively shrinks which expedites the mining process.
On the other hand, PatClass is the least efficient method. The performance of PatClass is very sensitive
to min sup: as min sup lowers down, the running time increases dramatically, due to an explosive set of
frequent itemsets produced. Besides the mining process, feature selection also slows down since the set of
frequent itemsets as input is bulky.
HARMONY stands in the middle: it is quite efficient when min sup is high but slows down as min sup
decreases. Compared with PatClass, it is still much more efficient, due to the pruning strategies it exploits.
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Figure 4.10: Problem Size Reduction
Branch and Bound Search
We also evaluate the effectiveness of the pruning by the branch-and-bound search. Figure 4.9 shows the
running time of DDPMine with and without the branch-and-bound pruning respectively, as min sup varies.
As we can see from Figure 4.9, when the pruning strategy is used in the mining process, the efficiency gain
is at least 1/3, usually between 1/2–2/3, especially when min sup is low.
Problem Size Reduction
In this experiment, we test how fast the problem size reduces in an iterative fashion in DDPMine. We tested
on the four large datasets again and set min sup to be 20%. We run the DDPMine algorithm and record
the database size (in terms of the number of training instances) remaining in each iteration. Figure 4.10
shows the problem size reduction curve. As we can see clearly from Figure 4.10, the problem size shrinks
very quickly. Usually by 10 or fewer iterations, the database reduces to empty and the program terminates.
In addition, we observed that, as the problem size reduces incrementally, the branch-and-bound FP-growth
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Table 4.3: Runtime Comparison
Dataset HARMONY PatClass DDPMine
adult 60.78 1070.39 8.75
chess 37.09 113.98 1.20
crx 0.71 7.56 0.57
hypo 52.19 66.09 0.66
mushroom 0.63 34.42 0.83
sick 53.45 170.94 1.70
sonar 5.53 15.83 0.83
waveform 8.06 85.23 4.34
total 218.44 1564.44 18.88
mining becomes more and more efficient even though the relative min sup is the same. This is because
mining efficiency is also closely related to the data set size.
4.4.2 Efficiency and Accuracy: UCI datasets
We evaluate DDPMine on a series of UCI datasets in terms of both efficiency and accuracy, by comparing
with HARMONY and PatClass, which are the state-of-the-art associative classification methods.
Table 4.3 shows the running time (in seconds) of the three methods. For both DDPMine and PatClass we
compute the running time for both frequent itemset mining and feature selection; whereas for HARMONY,
we compute the running time for association rule mining. The running time was averaged over 5-fold cross
validation.
From Table 4.3, we can see that, DDPMine is the most efficient algorithm, followed by HARMONY while
PatClass is the least efficient one. On average, DDPMine outperforms HARMONY by an order of magnitude
and outperforms PatClass by two orders of magnitude. This result is consistent with those in Figure 4.8.
Table 4.4 shows the accuracy comparison between these three methods. On average, DDPMine has
comparable accuracy with PatClass, and both outperform HARMONY by 9.8%. One would notice that the
accuracy by PatClass and DDPMine is not identical although DDPMine simulates the mechanism of PatClass.
The reason is that the set of discriminative patterns produced by these two methods are different. In
PatClass, discriminative patterns are generated based on the complete set of training instances; whereas in
DDPMine, discriminative patterns are generated based on the remaining training instances in each iteration.
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Table 4.4: Accuracy Comparison
Dataset HARMONY PatClass DDPMine
adult 81.90 84.24 84.82
chess 43.00 91.68 91.85
crx 82.46 85.06 84.93
hypo 95.24 99.24 99.24
mushroom 99.94 99.97 100.00
sick 93.88 97.49 98.36
sonar 77.44 90.86 88.74
waveform 87.28 91.22 91.83
average 82.643 92.470 92.471
4.5 Summary
Frequent pattern-based classification methods have shown to be very effective at classifying categorical or
high dimensional sparse datasets. However, many existing methods which mine a set of frequent itemsets
or association rules encounter non-trivial computational bottleneck in the mining step, due to the explosive
combination between the items. In addition, the explosive number of features poses great computational
challenges for feature selection.
In this chapter, we proposed a direct discriminative pattern mining approach DDPMine which directly
mines the discriminative patterns and integrates feature selection into the mining framework. A branch-
and-bound search is imposed on the FP-growth mining process, which prunes the search space significantly.
DDPMine works in an iterative fashion and reduces the problem size incrementally by eliminating training
instances which are covered by the selected features. Experimental results show that DDPMine achieves
orders of magnitude speedup over the two-step method without any downgrade of classification accuracy.




Mining Significant Graph Patterns by
Scalable Leap Search
5.1 Introduction
Graph data has grown steadily in a wide range of scientific and commercial applications, such as in bioin-
formatics, security, the web, and social networks. As witnessed in the core tasks of these applications,
including graph search and classification, graph patterns could help build powerful, yet intuitive models for
better managing and understanding complex structures. Their usage, therefore, is far beyond traditional
exercises, such as, association rules.
Many powerful data management and analytical tools like R-tree and support vector machine, cannot
adapt to the graph domain easily due to the lack of vector representation of graphs. Recent advances in
graph mining illustrated that it is not only possible but also effective to vectorize graphs based on frequent
subgraphs discovered in a mining process. Given a set of frequent subgraphs1 {g1, g2, . . ., gd}, a graph
G can be represented as a vector x = [x1, x2, . . . , xd], where xi = 1 if gi ⊆ G; otherwise, xi = 0. Yan
et al. [67] (and Cheng et al. [12]) demonstrated that through such vectorization, efficient indices could be
built to support fast search in graphs. In addition to graph search, graph data analysis could benefit from
pattern-based vectorization as well. For example, pattern-based support vector machine [15] has been shown
achieving promising classification accuracy. Meanwhile, by explicitly presenting significant substructures,
these methods provide with users a direct way to understand complex graph datasets intuitively.







Figure 5.1: Graph Pattern Application Pipeline
1Given a graph dataset D = {G1, G2, . . . , Gn} and a minimum frequency threshold θ, frequent subgraphs are subgraphs
that are contained by at least θ|D| graphs in D.
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5.1.1 Scalability Bottleneck
Figure 5.1 depicts the pipeline of graph applications built on frequent subgraphs. In this pipeline, frequent
subgraphs are mined first and from which, significant patterns are selected based on user-defined objective
functions. Unfortunately, the potential of graph patterns is hindered by the limitation of this pipeline, due
to a scalability issue. For instance, in order to find subgraphs with the highest statistical significance, one
has to enumerate all of frequent subgraphs first, and then calculate their p-value one by one. Obviously,
this two-step process is not scalable due to the following two reasons: (1) for many objective functions, the
minimum frequency threshold has to be set very low so that none of significant patterns will be missed—a
low-frequency threshold often means an exponential pattern set and an extremely slow mining process; and
(2) there is a lot of redundancy in frequent subgraphs; most of them are not worth computing at all. Thus,
the frequent subgraph mining step becomes the bottleneck of the whole pipeline in Figure 5.1. In order to
complete mining in a limited period of time, a user has to sacrifice patterns’ quality.
In this paper, we introduce a novel mining framework that overcomes the scalability bottleneck. By
accessing only a small subset of promising subgraphs, our framework is able to deliver significant patterns
in a timely fashion, thus unleashing the potential of graph pattern-based applications. The mining problem
under investigation is as follows:
[Optimal Graph Pattern Mining] Given a graph dataset D and an objective function F (g), where g is
a subgraph in D, find a graph pattern g∗ such that F (g∗) is maximized.
For a given objective function, optimal graph patterns are the most significant ones. Here, we adopt
a general definition of pattern significance—it can be any reasonable objective function including support,
statistical significance, discriminative ratio, and correlation measure. The solution to optimal graph pattern
mining can be extended to find other interesting graph patterns, for example, top-k most significant patterns
or significant patterns above a threshold. While very few algorithms were developed for optimal graph pattern
mining, there are an abundant number of optimal itemset mining algorithms available [60, 17, 45, 6, 52].
Although some of the objective functions discussed in these algorithms are still valid for assessing graph
patterns, their mining methods could fail due to the high complexity of graphs.
Briefly speaking, most of existing algorithms are focused on deriving a tighter bound of a specific objective
function such as Chi-square and information gain, and rely on branch-and-bound search to find optimal
patterns [45, 7]. Figure 5.2 depicts a graph pattern search tree where each node represents a graph. Graph








Figure 5.2: Branch-and-Bound Search
In order to find optimal patterns, one can conduct a branch-and-bound search in the above search tree
and estimate the upper bound of F (g) for all of descendants below each node. If it is smaller than the
value of the best pattern seen so far, it cuts the search branch of that node. Under branch-and-bound
search, a tighter upper bound of F (g) is always welcome since it means faster pruning. Existing optimal
pattern mining algorithms followed this strategy. However, we recognized that due to the exponential graph
pattern space, the branch-and-bound method could be easily trapped at local maxima. Therefore, instead
of developing yet another bounding technique, we are going to explore a general mining strategy beyond
branch-and-bound.
5.1.2 Our Contributions
Our mining strategy, called LEAP (Descending Leap Mine), explored two new mining concepts: (1) structural
leap search, and (2) frequency-descending mining, both of which are related to specific properties in pattern
search space.
First, we observed that the existing branch-and-bound method only performs “vertical” pruning. If the
upper bound of g and its descendants is less than the most significant pattern mined so far, the whole branch
below g could be pruned. Our question is “can sibling branches be pruned too, i.e., ‘prune horizontally’?”
The answer is “very likely they can”. This is called prune by structural proximity : Interestingly, many
branches in the pattern search tree exhibit strong similarity not only in pattern composition, but also in
their frequencies and their significance. Details about structural proximity are given in Section 5.4.
Second, when a complex objective function is considered, pattern frequency is often put aside and never
used in existing solutions. Through a careful examination, as we shall see later, most significant patterns
likely fall into the high-quantile of frequency: If we rank all of subgraph patterns according to their frequency,
significant graph patterns often have a high rank. We name this phenomenon frequency association . An
iterative frequency-descending mining method is thus proposed to profit from this association. By leveling
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down the minimum frequency threshold exponentially, LEAP is able to capture significant graph pattern
candidates in a 3-20 times faster way. The discovered candidates could then be taken as seed patterns to
single out the most significant one.
A major contribution of this study is an examination of an increasingly important mining problem in
graph data and the proposal of a general approach for significant graph pattern mining with non-monotonic
objective functions. We proposed two new mining concepts, structural proximity and frequency association,
which, to the best of our knowledge, have not been studied before. Through our study, we demonstrate that
the widely adopted branch-and-bound search in the research literature is not fast enough, thus sketching
a new picture on scalable graph pattern discovery. Interestingly, the same mining strategy can also be
applied to searching other simpler structures such as itemsets, sequences and trees. As to the usage of
graph patterns in real-life applications, a convincing case is presented in this work: classifiers built on graph
patterns could outperform the up-to-date graph kernel method by a wide margin in terms of efficiency and
accuracy, demonstrating the potential of graph patterns.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 defines the preliminary concepts and gives
problem analysis. Section 5.3 discusses the property of non-monotonic objective functions. We introduce
the ideas of structural proximity in Section 5.4 and frequency association in Section 5.5. The complete
routine of LEAP is given in Section 5.6, followed by related work in Section 5.7. Experimental examination
is presented in Section 5.8, and Section 5.9 concludes the chapter.
5.2 Problem Analysis
In this paper, the vertex set of a graph g is denoted by V (g) and the edge set by E(g). The size of a graph
pattern g is defined as its number of edges, |E(g)|. A label function, l, maps a vertex or an edge to a label.
A graph g is a subgraph of another graph g′ if there exists a subgraph isomorphism from g to g′, denoted
by g ⊆ g′. g′ is called a super-graph of g.
Definition 3 (Subgraph Isomorphism) For two labeled graphs g and g′, a subgraph isomorphism is an
injective function f : V (g)→ V (g′), s.t., (1), ∀v ∈ V (g), l(v) = l′(f(v)); and (2), ∀(u, v) ∈ E(g), (f(u), f(v)) ∈
E(g′) and l(u, v) = l′(f(u), f(v)), where l and l′ are the labeling functions of g and g′, respectively. f is
called an embedding of g in g′.
Definition 4 (Frequency) Given a graph dataset D = {G1, G2, . . . , Gn} and a subgraph g, the supporting
graph set of g is Dg = {G|g ⊆ G,G ∈ D}. The frequency of g is |Dg||D| .
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5.2.1 Problem Formulation
For mining significant graph patterns measured by an objective function F , there are two related mining
tasks: (1) enumeration task, find all of subgraphs g such that F (g) is no less than a threshold; and (2)
optimization task, find a subgraph g∗ such that
g∗ = argmaxgF (g). (5.1)
The enumeration task will encounter the same redundancy issue as the traditional frequent subgraph mining
problem: a huge number of qualified patterns. To resolve this issue, one may rank patterns according to
their objective score and select patterns with the highest value. Ideally, however, we prefer to solve the
optimization problem directly.
positive set negative set
setting II
graph set background dataset
setting I
Figure 5.3: Problem Setting
Usually, a graph mining task could have two typical problem settings: (1) graph dataset without class
labels; and (2) graph dataset with class labels, where each graph is assigned either a positive or a negative
label (e.g., compounds active or inactive to HIV virus). In the second setting, one actually can divide the
dataset into two subsets: positive graphs and negative graphs as shown in Figure 5.3. Both settings find a
large number of application scenarios. For example, in computational biology, by aligning multiple protein-
protein interaction networks together, researchers could find conserved interaction pathways and complexes
of distantly related species [31] (setting I). By contrasting gene coexpression networks in cancer tissues and
normal tissues, the phenotype-specific interaction modules might be detected (setting II). We can unify these
two settings into one if deriving a background dataset in the first setting, e.g., using a random model.
In both settings, the challenging issue is to find something significant in one dataset. There could be
various, even conflicting, definitions to measure significance. In statistics, Pearson correlation, G-test, Chi-
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square test, etc. can measure the statistical significance of patterns. In data mining and machine learning,
discriminative measures such as information gain and cross entropy are used to distinguish individuals or
groups on the basis of underlying features. Other interestingness measures such as Jaccard coefficient and
Cosine similarity also work properly in practice. Tan et al. [54] summarized around twenty-one interestingness
measures. It is the goal of our study to design a general mining framework applicable to a wide range of
those measures.
5.2.2 Framework Overview
In order to mine the most significant (optimal) graph patterns, we have to enumerate subgraphs from small
to large sizes and check the value of their objective function. Algorithm 5 outlines the baseline framework of
branch-and-bound for searching the optimal graph pattern. In the initialization, all of subgraphs with one
edge are enumerated first and these seed graphs are then iteratively extended to large subgraphs. Since the
same graph could be grown in different ways, Line 5 checks whether it has been discovered before; if it has,
then there is no need to grow it again.
Algorithm 5 Branch-and-Bound
Input: Graph dataset D,
Output: Optimal graph pattern g∗.
1: S = {1-edge graph};
2: g? = ∅; F (g?) = −∞;
3: while S 6= ∅ do
4: S = S \ {g};
5: if g was examined then
6: continue;
7: if F (g) > F (g?) then
8: g? = g;
9: if F̂ (g) ≤ F (g?) then
10: continue;
11: S = S ∪ {g′|g′ = g ¦ e};
12: return g∗ = g?;
Let ≺ be an enumeration order of graphs employed in Algorithm 5. g ≺ g′ means g is searched earlier
than g′. g ⊆ g′ does not imply g ≺ g′ and vice versa. During the enumeration process, one has to design
a termination condition, otherwise it will continue infinitely. Let F̂ (g) be the estimated upper bound for g
and its supergraphs,
F̂ (g) = maxg⊆g′,g¹g′F (g′). (5.2)
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When the pruning condition in Line 9 is true,
F̂ (g) ≤ F (g?), (5.3)
the search branch below g can be discarded. Otherwise, it continues growing with new edges added. This
strategy is the standard Branch-and-Bound method, which traverses the pattern search tree and checks the
upper bound at each node. Note that the upper bound (Eq. (5.2)) has to be calculated without enumerating
g’s supergraphs.
Considering the graph pattern search space could be extremely huge, branch-and-bound search might get
caught in the subspace dominated by low-frequency patterns with low objective scores. Low objective score
means the pruning of F (g?) in Algorithm 5 will not be effective, while low frequency means an exponential
search subspace. This two-fold effect could trap the mining in local maxima.
There are two strategies to solve the above issue: (1) An obvious way is to derive a tighter upper bound
F̂ (g); and (2) A less obvious way is to quickly find a near-optimal graph pattern g? to raise the pruning
bar as early as possible. We are going to exploit the second strategy thoroughly in a general framework
called LEAP(Descending Leap Mine), which comprises two components: structural leap search (Step 1) and
frequency-descending mining (Step 2). The framework of LEAP is as follows,
Step 1. Mine a significant pattern g? with frequency threshold θ = 1.0,
Step 2. Repeat Step 1 with θ = θ/2 until F (g?) converges.
Step 3. Take F (g?) as a seed score; perform branch-and-bound search without frequency threshold; output
the most significant pattern.
The principle of LEAP is not to mine the most significant graph pattern in one shot. Instead, it first iteratively
derives significant patterns with increasing objective score. In the second shot, it runs branch-and-bound
search to discover the most significant one where unpromising branches will be cut quickly (Step 3). With
this new mining framework, LEAP is able to capture the optimal pattern in a faster way. Furthermore, LEAP
is designed to offer a parameter to control the mining speed, with a negligible trade-off of optimality. Before
introducing the two components in LEAP, we would like to first examine the non-monotonicity present in
most of interesting objective functions.
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5.3 Non-Monotonicity
According to our mining framework, graph patterns are enumerated in increasing order of their size. Unlike
frequency measure, objective functions such as G-test score and information gain are neither monotonic nor
anti-monotonic with respect to graph size. When a graph pattern becomes larger, its value might increase or
decrease without a deterministic trend. Figure 5.4 shows the value of four objective functions on a series of
subgraphs, g1 ⊂ g2 . . . ⊂ g16, mined from an AIDS anti-viral screening dataset, where gi has i edges. Except
the frequency measure, none of them is anti-monotonic (the plotted G-test score should be scaled back by
2m, check Eq. (5.6)).














In the following presentation, we are going to use the second setting (Figure 5.3) to illustrate the main
idea. Nevertheless, the proposed technique can also be applied to the first setting. Let p(g) and q(g) be the
frequency of g in positive graphs and negative graphs, sometimes simply written as p and q. They are called
positive frequency and negative frequency respectively. Assume F (g) is a function of p, q,
F (g) = f(p(g), q(g)). (5.4)
This definition covers many objective functions including G-test, information gain, as well as interestingness
measures covered by Tan et al. [54]. Although F (g) might not be anti-monotonic, usually its design follows a
basic rule: if the frequency difference of a pattern in the positive dataset and the negative dataset increases,
the pattern becomes more significant. That is, mathematically,















Piatetsky-Shapiro et al. [47] included this critical property as a must for good measures. Take G-test as an
example, which tests the null hypothesis telling whether the frequency of a pattern in the positive dataset
fits its distribution in the negative dataset. If not, the pattern could be significant to the negative dataset.
G-test score is defined as follows:
Gt = 2m(p · lnp
q
+ (1− p) · ln1− p
1− q ), (5.6)
where m is the number of graphs in the positive dataset. Once the G-test score of a graph pattern is known,
we can calculate its significance using the chi-square distribution χ2. With some simple calculation, we have
∂Gt
∂q




= 2m · lnp(1− q)
q(1− p) .
Since p(1−q)q(1−p) < 1 when p < q, hence,













Apparently, G-test score follows the property shown in Eq. (5.5). The same property also holds for many
other functions. For two graphs g′ ⊃ g, since p(g′) < p(g) and q(g′) < q(g), an upper bound of g and its
supergraphs could be
F̂ (g) = max(f(p(g), 0), f(0, q(g))). (5.7)
Since f(p, 0) or f(0, q) could be infinite, we assume a small frequency ² for all of graph patterns that do not
appear in the positive or the negative dataset,
F̂ (g) = max(f(p(g), ²), f(², q(g))).
² could be a function of g’ size as well. For a given graph g, Eq. (5.7) is tight in the worst case, where its
supergraphs could have 0 frequency. Nevertheless, in average case, the pruning of Eq. (5.7) is not powerful.
This is a typical example where a tight bound derived for the worst scenario turns out to be loose in average
case.
Eq. (5.7) gives the best upper bound we can get if only the frequency of g is involved. However, it is
possible to derive a better bound based on the frequency of its subgraphs and supergraphs that have been
discovered earlier. Such structure-related bounding technique was largely ignored by previous studies. As
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shown in the following sections, it could provide better pruning performance.
5.4 Structural Leap Search
Eq. (5.5) could be interpreted as follows,
1. if p > q, p′ > p and q′ < q, then f(p′, q′) ≥ f(p, q),
2. if p < q, p′ < p and q′ > q, then f(p′, q′) ≥ f(p, q).
It says a graph pattern g′ is more significant than g if it has higher frequency in the positive dataset and
lower frequency in the negative dataset. This property could be used to derive a structural bound of F̂ (g).
To simplify presentation, in the rest of the paper, we assume p > q.
5.4.1 Frequency Envelope
Assume there is a set of graphs such that g0 ⊂ g1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ gn and g0 ≺ g1 ≺ . . . ≺ gn. According to Eq.
(5.7), F̂ (g0) is derived using the following frequency bound,
p(gi) ≤ p(g0), q(gi) ≥ 0.
In order to derive a tighter bound of F̂ (g0), a tighter bound of p(gi) and q(gi) is needed. For each graph






f(p(gi), q(gi)) ≤ f(p(gi), q(gi)) ≤ f(p(g0), 0). (5.8)
As one can see, f(p(gi), q(gi)) is smaller than f(p(g0), 0), the bound of Eq. (5.8) is tighter than that of
Eq. (5.7). (gi, gi) is called frequency envelope of gi. Figure 5.5 illustrates the concept of frequency envelope.
The solid lines are the frequency of {gi} starting with g0 in the positive and negative datasets, while the
upper and lower dotted lines are the frequency of gi’s envelope (gi, gi).
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Figure 5.5: Frequency Envelope
Frequency envelope provides a better bounding technique. However it needs the structural information
of gi to find gi and gi, which raises a chicken-or-egg question. On the one hand, f(p(gi), q(gi)) has to be
calculated before gi is enumerated. Otherwise, why bother calculating the bound aiming to prune gi? On
the other hand, without knowing gi’s structure, how to find gi’s subgraph and supergraph? Fortunately, due
to structural similarity in graph pattern space, it is possible to find gi’s subgraph and supergraph based on
its ancestor g0.
Let S(g) be the supergraph set of g, i.e., S(g) = {g′|g ⊂ g′}. Assume there is a supergraph of g, g ¦ e,
that is enumerated earlier than g in Algorithm 5. g ¦e is formed by g with a new edge e. Then for any graph
g′ in S(g), one could find a corresponding supergraph g′′ ∈ S(g ¦ e) such that g′′ = g′ ¦ e. Let I(G, g, g ¦ e)
be an indicator function of G: I(G, g, g ¦ e) = 1, ∀g′ ∈ S(g), if g′ ⊆ G, ∃g′′ = g′ ¦ e such that g′′ ⊆ G;
otherwise 0. When I(G, g, g ¦ e) = 1, it means if a supergraph g′ of g has an embedding in G, there must
be an embedding of g′ ¦ e in G. A typical example is a graph G where g occurs always together with edge e
[66]. That is, for any embedding of g in G, it can be extended to an embedding of g ¦ e in G.
For a positive dataset D+, let D+(g, g ¦ e) = {G|I(G, g, g ¦ e) = 1, g ⊆ G,G ∈ D+}. In D+(g, g ¦ e),
g′ ⊃ g and g′′ = g′ ¦ e have the same frequency. Define ∆+(g, g ¦ e) as follows,
∆+(g, g ¦ e) = p(g)− |D+(g, g ¦ e)||D+| .
∆+(g, g ¦ e) is actually the maximum frequency difference that g′ and g′′ could have in D+. Hence, the
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frequency of g′ could be bounded as,
p(g′) ≤ p(g′′) + δ,
q(g′) ≥ q(g′′),
where δ = ∆+(g, g ¦ e). Therefore, we have
f(p(g′), q(g′)) ≤ f(p(g′′) + δ, q(g′′)), (5.9)
which might be tighter than f(p(g), 0).
Eq. (5.9) shows that without enumerating g’s supergraphs, we are still able to estimate the value of their
objective function by exploring the pattern space from a neighbor structure (g ¦ e) that has already been
mined!
The above discussion shows that it is possible relying on the patterns’ structure to grab more pruning
power. However, due to the pessimistic bounding in the worst case (for example, in average case, |p(g′) −
p(g′′)| might be much less than δ), the derived bound might not be the tightest in real-life datasets. In the
following discussion, we will explore an alternative that abandons the accurate bound, resorting to near-
optimal solution, which is then taken as step-stone to find the optimal one. The new strategy could cut
computation cost dramatically, using the concept of structural pruning borrowed from frequency envelope.
5.4.2 Structural Proximity
In this section, we examine the big picture behind the bounding technique of frequency envelope. Figure 5.6
shows a search space of subgraph patterns. The leaf node is the stop node in a branch-and-bound search. As
one can see, the search space is pruned in a vertical way. All of the nodes below the leaf nodes are pruned
completely. On the other hand, if we examine the search structure horizontally, we find that the subgraphs
along the neighbor branches likely have similar compositions and frequencies, hence similar objective score.
Take the branches A and B as an example. Suppose A and B split on a common subgraph pattern g.
Branch A contains all the supergraphs of g ¦ e and B contains all the supergraphs of g except those of g ¦ e.
For a graph g′ in branch B, let g′′ = g′ ¦ e in branch A.
If in a graph dataset, g ¦ e and g often occur together, then g′′ and g′ might also often occur together.
Hence, likely p(g′′) ∼ p(g′) and q(g′′) ∼ q(g′), which means similar objective scores. This is resulted by





Figure 5.6: Structural Proximity
structural proximity: Neighbor branches in the pattern search tree exhibit strong similarity not only in
pattern composition, but also in their embeddings in the graph datasets, thus having similar frequencies and
objective scores. In summary, a conceptual claim can be drawn,
g′ ∼ g′′ ⇒ F (g′) ∼ F (g′′). (5.10)
Structural proximity is an inevitable result of huge redundancy existing in the graph pattern space.
Given m positive graphs and n negative graphs, the absolute frequency of subgraphs ranges from 0 to m
and 0 to n, respectively. As we know, the number of subgraphs could easily reach an astronomic number
when their frequency decreases. Therefore, an exponential number of subgraphs have to be crowded in a
small frequency rectangle area mn. Let N be the number of subgraphs whose absolute frequency is at least







Any exponential raise of N , which is often observed with decreasing frequency threshold, will dramatically
increase the collisions of subgraphs with the same frequency pair. It means many similar subgraphs are
going to have the same objective score.
Figure 5.7 depicts the subgraph frequency distribution of the AIDS anti-viral dataset with minimum
frequency (0.03, 0.03). The color represents the number of subgraphs in each cell. As we can see, most of
subgraphs are crowded in the left-lower corner, sharing the same frequency and the same objective score.
5.4.3 Structural Leap Search
Eq. (5.8) is a rigorous reflection on structural proximity: the score of a subgraph is bounded by the score of
its closest supergraph and subgraph. According to structural proximity, we can go one step further: skipping
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Figure 5.7: Frequency Distribution
the whole search branch once its nearby branch is searched, since the best scores between neighbor branches
are likely similar. Here, we would like to emphasize “likely” rather than “surely” since our algorithm is not
going to stick to the bound given by Eq. (5.8). Based on this intuition, if the branch A in Figure 5.6 has
been searched, B could be “leaped over” if A and B branches satisfy some similarity criterion. The length
of leap can be controlled by the frequency difference of two graphs g and g ¦ e. If the difference is smaller
than a threshold σ, then leap,
2∆+(g, g ¦ e)
p(g ¦ e) + p(g) ≤ σ and
2∆−(g, g ¦ e)
q(g ¦ e) + q(g) ≤ σ. (5.11)
σ controls the leap length. The larger σ is, the faster the search is. Structural leap search will generate
an optimal pattern candidate and reduce the need for thoroughly searching similar branches in the pattern
search tree. Its goal is to help program search significantly distinct branches, and limits the chance of missing
the most significant pattern.
Algorithm 6 outlines the pseudo code of structural leap search (sLeap). The leap condition is tested on
Lines 7-8. Note that sLeap does not guarantee the optimality of result. In Section 5.6, we will introduce a
cross-checking process to derive a guaranteed optimal result.
5.5 Frequency-Descending Mining
Structural leap search takes advantages of the correlation between structural similarity and significance
similarity. However, it does not exploit the possible relationship between patterns’ frequency and patterns’
objective scores. Existing solutions have to set the frequency threshold very low so that the optimal pattern
will not be missed. Unfortunately, low-frequency threshold could generate a huge set of low-significance
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Algorithm 6 Structural Leap Search: sLeap(D, σ, g?)
Input: Graph dataset D, difference threshold σ,
Output: Optimal graph pattern candidate g?.
1: S = {1− edge graph};
2: g? = ∅; F (g?) = −∞;
3: while S 6= ∅ do
4: S = S \ {g};
5: if g was examined then
6: continue;
7: if ∃g ¦ e, g ¦ e ≺ g, 2∆+(g,g¦e)p(g¦e)+p(g) ≤ σ, 2∆−(g,g¦e)q(g¦e)+q(g) ≤ σ
8: continue;
9: if F (g) > F (g?) then
10: g? = g;
11: if F̂ (g) ≤ F (g?) then
12: continue;
13: S = S ∪ {g′|g′ = g ¦ e};
14: return g?;
redundant patterns with long mining time.
Although most of objective functions are not correlated with frequency monotonically or anti-monotonically,
they are not independent of each other. Cheng et al. [11] derived a frequency upper bound of discrimi-
native measures such as information gain and Fisher score, showing a relationship between frequency and
discriminative measures. Inspired by their discovery, we found that if all of frequent subgraphs are ranked
in increasing order of their frequency, significant subgraph patterns are often in the high-end range, though
their real frequency could vary dramatically across different datasets.

























Figure 5.8: Frequency versus G-test score
Figure 5.8 illustrates the relationship between frequency and G-test score for the AIDS Anti-viral dataset.
It is a contour plot displaying isolines of G-test score in two dimensions. The X axis is the frequency of a
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subgraph in the positive dataset, while the Y axis is the frequency of the same subgraph in the negative
dataset. The curves depict G-test score. Left upper corner and right lower corner have the higher G-test
scores. The “circle” marks the highest G-score subgraph discovered in this dataset. As one can see, its
positive frequency is higher than most of subgraphs. Similar results are also observed in all the graph
datasets we have, making the following claim pretty general in practice.
[Frequency Association]Significant patterns often fall into the high-quantile of frequency.
To profit from frequency association, we propose an iterative frequency-descending mining method.
Rather than performing mining with very low frequency, we should start the mining process with high
frequency threshold θ = 1.0, calculate an optimal pattern candidate g? whose frequency is at least θ, and
then repeatedly lower down θ to check whether g? can be improved further. Here, the search leaps in the
frequency domain, by leveling down the minimum frequency threshold exponentially.
Algorithm 7 Frequency-Descending Mine: fLeap(D, ε, g?)
Input: Graph dataset D, converge threshold ε.
Output: Optimal graph pattern candidate g?.
1: θ = 1.0;
2: g = ∅; F (g) = −∞;
3: do
4: g? = g;
5: g=fpmine(D, θ);
6: θ = θ/2;
7: while (F (g)− F (g?) ≥ ε)
8: return g? = g;
Algorithm 7 (fLeap) outlines the frequency-descending strategy. It starts with the highest frequency
threshold, and then lowers the threshold down till the objective score of the best graph pattern converges.
Line 5 executes a frequent subgraph mining routine, fpmine, which could be FSG [35], gSpan[64] etc. fpmine
selects the most significant graph pattern g from the frequent subgraphs it mined. Line 6 implements a
simple frequency descending method. Nevertheless, it could be an interesting topic to design other frequency
descending strategies.
One question is why frequency-descending mining can speed up the search in comparison with the branch-
and-bound method, where frequency threshold is not effectively used. As discussed in Section 5.2.2, branch-
and-bound search could get stuck in the search space dominated by low-frequency subgraphs with low
objective score. Frequency-descending mining could alleviate this problem by checking high-frequency sub-
graphs first, which has two-fold effects: (1) The number of high-frequency subgraphs is much less than that
of low-frequency ones, meaning a much smaller search space. (2) It likely hits a (near)-optimal pattern due
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to frequency association.
In retrospect, what structural leap search does is to thin the search tree so that the mining algorithm
could escape from local maxima. Structural leap search and frequency-descending mining employ completely
different pruning concepts. But they are able to achieve the same speedup goal.
5.6 Descending Leap Mine
With structural leap search and frequency-descending mining, we build a general mining pipeline for mining
significant graph patterns in a complex graph dataset. It consists of three steps, as shown in Figure 5.9,
Step 1. perform structural leap search with threshold θ = 1.0, generate an optimal pattern candidate g?.
Step 2. repeat frequency-descending mining with structural leap search until the objective score of g? con-
verges.
Step 3. take the best score discovered so far; perform structural leap search again (leap length σ) without
frequency threshold; output the discovered pattern.
1. Structural Leap Search
with frequency threshold
2. Support-Descending Mining
3. Structural Leap Search
F(g*) converges
Figure 5.9: LEAP: Descending Leap Mine
In this pipeline, structural leap search is embedded to frequency descending mining where fpmine in Line
5 of Algorithm 7 is replaced with Algorithm 6, sLeap, equipped with an additional parameter θ. sLeap is
going to mine optimal graph pattern candidates whose frequency is at least θ. Note that since the second
step might converge in a local maxima, it is necessary to conduct another round of structural leap search
without frequency threshold (Step 3). This step should generate a (near)-optimal result. Among 11 graph
datasets we tested, the above mining pipeline, called LEAP(Descending Leap Mine), is able to discover
optimal patterns in most cases in a much faster way. If a user needs an optimality guarantee, the leap length
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σ should be set to 0 in Step 3 so that the output result is guaranteed to be optimal. Our experiments show
that LEAP can achieve better pruning performance than branch-and-bound in several tough datasets.
Since we have proposed two methods DDPMine and LEAP for the purpose of direct mining of most
discriminative patterns, a brief summary and comparison between these two methods are summarized in
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Comparison between DDPMine and LEAP
Criterion DDPMine LEAP
Pruning Vertical, Horizontal,
Parent-child relation, Sibling similarity,




Frequent subgraph mining has been extensively studied in data mining community with various efficient
algorithms developed such as AGM [28], FSG [35], and gSpan [64], followed by Path-Join, MoFa, FFSM,
SPIN, Gaston, and so on. These algorithms studied efficient mining of complete pattern sets. Few of them
recognized the needs for mining only significant ones. The weakness of using the current mining strategy to
derive such patterns is largely ignored.
Since it is hard for human beings to manually analyze reasonably large graph datasets, a small set of
significant graph patterns could help researchers discover important structures hidden in complex graph
datasets more easily. Besides data exploratory task, advanced application of graph patterns are emerging
in graph-related management and mining tasks such as graph query and classification. Yan et al. [67]
demonstrated that pattern-based graph indexing can achieve faster graph search. Cheng et al. [12] proposed
a verification-free graph query system based on frequent subgraphs. In addition to graph search, graph
classification could also benefit from graph patterns; pattern-based classification models were demonstrated
in [33, 15, 58]. In these applications, only significant discriminative patterns are used, where complete sets
of frequent subgraphs could even bring poor performance and low accuracy, e.g., redundant indices and
overfitted classifiers.
Few mining algorithms are available for significant graph pattern mining. He and Singh [26] introduced
a statistical significance measure for graphs using a feature vector representation. Pennerath and Napoli
[46] proposed a local maximum criterion of most informative graph patterns. Unfortunately, both methods
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need to mine all of (closed) frequent subgraphs first. Hasan et al. [25] discussed how to mine the set of
representative orthogonal graph patterns using a randomized search approach.
The problem of evaluating statistical significance of patterns arises first in itemset mining, as illustrated by
association rule discovery [4], k-optimal rule/pattern mining [60, 52, 61], emerging/contrast pattern discovery
[17, 6], etc.. The return of all patterns that satisfy user-defined constraints might suffer high risk of type-1
error, that is, of finding patterns that appear due to chance. Webb [61] studied two statistical solutions,
Bonferroni correction and handout evaluation, to evaluate statistical significance of itemset patterns.
Besides statistical significance and discriminative measure, other objective functions were also proposed
to evaluate the interestingness of patterns [29]. Tan et al. [54] surveyed 21 existing measures. In order to find
these interesting patterns, most of existing methods adopted branch-and-bound search with a derived bound
for a specific measure, e.g., Chi-square and information gain[45]. Bringmann and Zimmermann [7] applied
this approach into tree structure classification. Due to extremely large search space in graphs, branch-and-
bound search could fall into local maximum easily. In contrast, the descending leap mining method proposed
in this paper successfully overcomes this issue. All of these interestingness measures can be treated just as
another objective function and LEAP is capable of finding graph patterns with the highest significance.
5.8 Experiments
In this section, we report our experiments that validate the effectiveness and efficiency of the LEAP mining
framework on a series of real-life graph datasets. The performance of LEAP is compared with the baseline
branch-and-bound approach shown in Algorithm 5 (abbr. as BB).
The baseline approach traverses the pattern search tree without frequency threshold and cuts the search
branch with the estimated upperbound F̂ (g). The pattern discovered in BB is optimal. Two popular
objective measures, G-test score and information gain are used in our experiments. G-test could help
evaluate statistical significance of a pattern, while information gain could measure the discriminative power
of a pattern. They are representative measures in hypothesis testing and data mining.
Our experiments are going to demonstrate that:
1. Efficiency and Scalability: LEAP outperforms BB by up to 20 times in the real-life graph datasets we
tested. LEAP is linearly scalable to the database size.
2. Effectiveness: The two components in LEAP, structural leap search and frequency-descending mining, are
both effective in search space pruning.
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3. Application Demo (Classification): graph classifiers built on patterns discovered by LEAP could outper-
form the up-to-date graph kernel method (optimal assignment kernel [20]) by a large margin in terms of
scalability and accuracy.
All our experiments were performed on 3.2GHZ dual core, 2GB memory PC running Red Hat Enterprise
Linux AS 4. Both BB and LEAP are complied with g++.
Table 5.2: Anti-Cancer Screen Datasets
Name AID Size Tumor Description
MCF-7 83 27770 Breast
MOLT-4 123 39765 Leukemia
NCI-H23 1 40353 Non-Small Cell Lung
OVCAR-8 109 40516 Ovarian
P388 330 41472 Leukemia
PC-3 41 27509 Prostate
SF-295 47 40271 Central Nerv Sys
SN12C 145 40004 Renal
SW-620 81 40532 Colon
UACC-257 33 39988 Melanoma
Yeast 167 79601 Yeast anticancer
5.8.1 Graph Datasets
LEAP is tested on a series of graph datasets available at the PubChem website (http://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).
PubChem provides information on the biological activities of small molecules, containing the bioassay records
for anti-cancer screen tests with different cancer cell lines. Each dataset belongs to a certain type of cancer
screen with the outcome active or inactive. From these screen tests, we collected 11 graph datasets with
active and inactive labels. Table 5.2 provides a brief description of the NCI bioassays.
For all the NCI bioassay datasets we experimented, the active class is very rare (around 5%). We
randomly sample 500 active compounds and 2000 inactive compounds from each dataset for performance
evaluation. The number of vertices in most of these compounds ranges from 10 to 200.
5.8.2 Efficiency and Scalability
Figures 5.10 (a) and (b) show the runtime performance of BB and LEAP for G-test and information gain,
with leap length σ set to 0.05. We denote the datasets in Table 5.2 by the first two letters of their name.
As shown in each figure, LEAP outperforms BB on runtime by a significantly large margin, up to 20 times.
Figures 5.11 (a) and (b) plot the best G-test and information gain score derived by BB and LEAP(σ =
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Figure 5.10: Runtime Test




































Figure 5.11: Objective Function Score
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Figure 5.12: Runtime versus Leap Length
0.05). As one can see, the results of LEAP are very close to the optimal one outputted by BB – differing by
3.5% on G-test and 2% on information gain on average.
We then test the runtime and result quality of LEAP as we vary the parameter of leap length σ. Note
that when σ = 0, the output of LEAP is guaranteed to be optimal. In both tests, we include the runtime
performance and the best G-test score achieved by BB.
Figures 5.12 (a) (in log-scale) and (b) show the runtime versus leap length σ on dataset P388 and Yeast.
As shown in both figures, LEAP is much more efficient than BB, with one to two orders of magnitude
speedup. In addition, as the leap length σ increases, the runtime decreases systematically, validating the
concept of structural leap search in terms of efficiency. Note that in dataset P388, LEAP outperforms BB
significantly with optimality guarantee (σ = 0). A similar result is also observed when we build decision
tree on graph datasets, where in each split node, a discriminative graph pattern is selected. In that case, if
the subsets of graphs in a split node become more and more similar, BB could run very slowly while LEAP
can still finish quickly.
Figure 5.13 (a) shows the G-test score versus leap length σ on these two datasets. When the leap length
σ is in the range of [0, 0.05], the quality of mining results is as good as that discovered by BB, which validates
the concept of structural leap search in terms of effectiveness. When σ increases above 0.05, G-test score of
the discovered pattern decreases a little bit. Overall, the result is not very sensitive to the setting of σ.
Figure 5.13 (b) depicts the scalability of LEAP (σ = 0.05) and BB with respect to the dataset size. In
this set of experiments, we vary the negative dataset size from 1000 to 8000 graphs (the positive dataset
size is equal to 1/4 of negative dataset size). Obviously, LEAP runs much faster than BB in all the settings.
Furthermore, LEAP is linearly scalable to the dataset size.
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(a) G-test Score versus Leap Length



















(b) Scalability: Data Size
Figure 5.13: Other Tests



















(a) Runtime Comparison on G-test
















(b) Score Comparison on G-test
Figure 5.14: Effectiveness Test: G-test
5.8.3 Effectiveness
In the following experiments, we are going to examine the effectiveness of the two components, structural leap
search (sLeap) and frequency-descending mining (fLeap) employed by LEAP. Inside fLeap, we can use either
traditional frequent subgraph mining routines such as FSG[35] and CloseGraph[66], or sLeap. Therefore, we
compare three algorithms’ performance, BB as the baseline, fLeap+fp (fLeap with CloseGraph inside), and
fLeap+sLeap (fLeap with sLeap inside). In both fLeap+fp and fLeap+sLeap, in order to demonstrate the
additional speed up brought by each component, we do not include the third step of LEAP.
Figure 5.14 (a) shows the computation time of these three algorithms, while Figure 5.14 (b) depicts the
G-test score of the best patterns discovered by these three algorithms. By comparing these two figures,
we found that both fLeap and sLeap significantly speedup the mining process with sacrificing only a little
optimality. This result verified that our design goal of structural leap search and frequency-descending
mining is achieved successfully. Figures 5.15 (a) and (b) show similar results based on effectiveness test on
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(a) Runtime Comparison on Info Gain






















(b) Score Comparison on Info Gain
Figure 5.15: Effectiveness Test: Information Gain
information gain.
5.8.4 Classification Application
Having examined the efficiency and effectiveness of descending leap mining, in this subsection we are going
to investigate the usage of graph patterns discovered by LEAP in graph classification. A primary problem in
classification of graph data is the lack of feature vector representation. LEAP provides a scalable approach
to find discriminative subgraph patterns and one can take them as features to classify, in a way faster than
other subgraph-based classification approach [33, 15, 58]. As LEAP produces one discriminative pattern a
time, we run LEAP iteratively on the training data until every training example can be represented by some
discovered graph patterns. The data is then represented by the graph patterns and used for model learning.
We measure the runtime of LEAP by mining a set of graph patterns sufficient for representing a training set.
In the following experiments, we are going to see the advantage of our pattern-based classification frame-
work over graph kernel method, not only in terms of scalability, but also accuracy. Studies of kernel-based
approach aim at designing effective kernel functions to measure the similarity between graphs. We choose
the state-of-the-art graph kernel – optimal assignment kernel (abbr. OA) [20] for comparison. Its imple-
mentation is provided by the authors. The runtime of OA is measured as the time to compute the kernel.
Since OA is unable to handle the large scale NCI bioassay datasets, we sample 5% of the active compounds
and a comparable size of inactive compounds from each dataset to derive a compact balanced sample set.
The classification accuracy is evaluated with 5-fold cross validation. On each training fold a model selection
for the necessary parameters was performed by evaluating the parameters by an extra level of 5-fold cross
validation. For both methods, we run the same implementation of support vector machine, LIBSVM [9],
with parameter C selected from [2−5, 25]. We choose linear kernel for our graph pattern-based classifier.
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Table 5.3: AUC Comparison between OA and LEAP
Dataset OA LEAP OA (6x) LEAP (6x)
MCF-7 0.68 0.67 0.75 0.76
MOLT-4 0.65 0.66 0.69 0.72
NCI-H23 0.79 0.76 0.77 0.79
OVCAR-8 0.67 0.72 0.79 0.78
P388 0.79 0.82 0.81 0.84
PC-3 0.66 0.69 0.79 0.76
SF-295 0.75 0.72 0.79 0.77
SN12C 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.80
SW-620 0.70 0.74 0.76 0.76
UACC257 0.65 0.64 0.71 0.75
Yeast 0.64 0.71 0.64 0.71
Average 0.70 0.72 0.75 0.77
We compare the area under the ROC curve (AUC) achieved by LEAP and OA kernel. ROC curve shows
the trade-off between true positive rate and false positive rate for a given classifier. A good classifier would
produce a ROC curve as close to the left-top corner as possible. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a
measure of the model accuracy, in the range of [0, 1]. A perfect model will have an area of 1.
As an additional test, we increase the training size to 6 times (6x) and run both LEAP and OA. While
LEAP runs efficiently for both cases, OA can hardly scale to 6x training set. Table 5.3 shows AUC by OA and
LEAP on the 1x training set as well as the 6x ones. As shown in Table 5.3, LEAP achieves comparable results
with OA on 1x training set, with 0.02 AUC improvement over OA on average. Both methods achieve further
improvement on 6x training set, while LEAP still outperforms OA on average. We also use precision as the
measure and observe similar performance. This result demonstrates that, (1) LEAP could efficiently discover
highly discriminative features which lead to satisfactory classification accuracy; and (2) Better classification
performance could be achieved, given sufficient training examples and a computationally scalable method.
Figure 5.16 shows the runtime in log scale by LEAP and OA kernel with 1x and 6x training set respectively.
All runtime in the figure is averaged over 5 folds. As demonstrated in the figure, LEAP scales linearly with
the data size, whereas the runtime of OA kernel increases quadratically with the data size. In practice, the
scalability issue of OA actually limits its capability of achieving higher accuracy since it cannot handle large
scale training sets.
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Figure 5.16: Runtime: OA versus LEAP
5.9 Summary
In this paper, we examined an increasingly important issue in frequent subgraph mining: the huge number
of frequent subgraphs makes it impossible for experts to analyze returned patterns and blocks the use
of graph patterns in several key application areas such as indexing and classification. A comprehensive
study on general mining strategy was performed, which is able to mine the most significant graph patterns
measured by different kinds of non-monotonic objective functions. We proposed a new mining framework,
called LEAP(Descending Leap Mine), to exploit the correlation between structural similarity and significance
similarity in a way that the optimality of significance could be calculated quickly by searching dissimilar
graph patterns. Two novel mining concepts, structural leap search and frequency-descending mining, were
proposed to find (near)-optimal patterns quickly by leaping in graph pattern space. The new mining method
revealed that the widely adopted branch-and-bound search in data mining literature is indeed not fast enough,
thus providing new insights for fast graph mining. Interestingly, the mining strategy included in LEAP can
also be applied to searching other simpler structures such as itemsets, sequences and trees.
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Chapter 6
Classification with Very Large
Feature Sets and Skewed Distribution
6.1 Introduction
In many real data mining applications, there are two commonly encountered challenges: (1) no initial feature
vector representation (i.e., original forms of data is not represented in readily available feature vector), and
(2) skewed prior class distribution. In this situation, we have to undergo an interleaving process of feature
invention and model construction based on the invented features. However, this is a nontrivial task because of
the following complicated factors. On one hand, we could potentially construct a huge feature set during the
feature enumeration process.. For example, if frequent subgraphs are chosen as invented features in the graph
classification context, it typically generates around 105 or even 106 features by frequent subgraph mining
[65], due to the exponential combination between the graph vertices and edges. This large number could
create all sorts of problems for traditional inductive learning algorithms, including efficiency, overfitting,
accuracy, model complexity, comprehensibility. On the other hand, a very tricky issue with the invented
features is that they may not even “cover” the examples uniformly – the partial feature coverage problem. In
other words, some examples may have significantly fewer invented features representing them than others.
If one is not careful with the invented features, it is easy to run into a situation where some examples are
not covered well. This is particularly problematic for “skewed” distribution where one class dominates the
prior class probability distribution (such as 99% negative and 1% positive), since it is likely to invent fewer
features in the skewed positive class, thus, the positive examples are more likely to be under represented.
In this chapter, the focus is to discuss various issues involved in this mixed process of inventing features
from raw data and effectively using these features to match the true distribution. Figure 6.1 shows the flow of
the classification process. Given a set of raw data with skewed class distribution, sampling is applied first to
get multiple re-balanced data samples. For each data sample, feature invention is applied to construct a set
of candidate features. However, feature enumeration could potentially generate a huge number of features.
As discussed, both the huge feature number and the partial coverage problem caused by the invented
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Figure 6.1: Balanced Data Ensemble and Cascaded Feature Ensemble
feature ensemble, which aims at reducing the feature number as well as increasing the feature coverage, by
“progressively” selecting multiple disjoint sets of features and constructing multiple models based on that.
To make the work easier understood and demonstrate solid applications, we adopt the problem contexts of
graph data classification as well as transaction data classification, since they both possess the main challenges
mentioned above. Other examples include protein docking, weather forecasting, mutual fund performance
analysis, image retrieval, and video retrieval.
Example 1: Graph Classification
Graphs become increasingly important in modelling complicated social and natural structures such as genetic
interactions and molecules. Graph classification is involved in a lot of applications including chemical infor-
matics and drug design process. Formally, given a set of training graphs associated with labels {gi, yi}ni=1,
yi ∈ {±1}, we are interested in learning a classifier that can predict the class of unclassified structures.
However, graph classification is a difficult research problem with two main obstacles: (1) a graph is
in the form of complicated structures with a set of vertices and edges connecting these vertices, but not
represented in a readily available feature vector format that most traditional machine learning algorithms
are comfortable with; and (2) many real graph datasets are extremely skewed. For example, in the AIDS
anti-viral screen dataset [1], the active class is only around 1%. In the NCI anti-cancer screen datasets [2],
the active class is usually about 5%.
As for the first challenge, since graph data is in the form of complicated structures, how to construct
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discriminative features for graph classification is an interesting and open problem by itself. It is very
unlikely to build high performance classifiers based only on simple features including single atoms such as
carbon (C), oxygen (O), and nitrogen (N), or their short edge links, such as C-C, C-O, or C-C-N in organic
chemical structures. This is because such features are not discriminative: every molecule likely contains
these simple features. In this study, we choose to use frequent substructures as graph features since they
expose the intrinsic topological characteristic of the underlying graphs. In addition, the effectiveness of
frequent substructures has been demonstrated by previous studies [15].
Although frequent substructures have some appealing characteristics, e.g., the ability to preserve struc-
tural information and the availability of efficient mining algorithms, there exists two tricky issues associated
with the application of frequent substructures: (1) it usually generates a huge number of features by frequent
substructure mining, due to the exponential combination between graph vertices and edges. Typically the
number of frequent subgraphs is over 105 or even 106 with a minimum support of 3–5%; and (2) the frequent
substructure features may not “cover” the training examples uniformly. Given a set of frequent subgraphs
F and a graph g, if none (or a small number) of the graph patterns in F is a subgraph of g, then the feature
vector representation of g contains almost all 0s. That is, g is barely covered by the frequent subgraph fea-
tures. As a result, the topological property of such graphs is inadequately reflected, which makes it difficult
to distinguish them.
The second challenge associated with the graph classification problem in real applications is the extremely
skewed class distribution which is not specially handled by the existing graph classification methods. The
skewed distribution causes two problems. First, if mining is done on the skewed dataset, frequent subgraphs
prevalent in the negative class dominate the feature space while subgraphs unique in the positive class are
overwhelmed, assuming the size of the negative class is much larger than that of the positive class. As a
consequence, the positive examples will be insufficiently covered and under represented. Second, applying
inductive learning methods to the skewed datasets leads to a model which is biased towards the negative
class, since the goal of the classifier is to minimize the classification errors.
Example 2: Transaction Data Classification
Transaction data classification is another example which possesses the aforementioned two challenges. Each
record of transaction data includes different number and types of items such as purchased merchandize,
executed command, etc. and a class label. In most cases, the individual items by themselves may not be
discriminative enough to separate the examples from different classes, while the combinations of multiple
items, whether or not the order is considered, have much higher discriminative power. Previous studies
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[39, 38, 59, 11] have shown that frequent itemsets are good candidates as discriminative features or rules for
classification. However, a potential problem with frequent itemsets is that we could generate a rather large
number of such itemsets (×104 to ×106 ), especially on dense datasets. How to construct a compact set of
highly discriminative and representative frequent itemsets as features is a challenging problem. In addition,
a similar partial feature coverage problem also exists in the context of frequent itemsets. Given a set of
frequent itemsets, if few of them appear in a transaction example, this example is insufficiently represented
by the set of features. As for the skewed class distribution, it could be another challenge for transaction
data in both feature invention and model construction.
6.1.1 Our Contributions
We focus on various challenges inherent in the “blended” process of enumerating features from raw data and
effectively finding the right model to match the true distribution based on the features. To fully illustrate
the problems and demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed solutions, we apply our methods to two difficult
areas in data mining, graph and transaction data classification. As a summary, for raw data with no initial
feature vector representation, feature invention is first applied to construct the initial set of features, which
could potentially be very large. An efficient feature filtering algorithm is proposed to reduce the number
of selected features. To address the partial feature coverage problem, multiple disjoint feature sets are
progressively or “cascadedly” selected to cover the data uniformly. The reason to use the term “cascaded”
is that the choice of later feature sets is related to previous ones. Then, multiple models are constructed
from each individual feature set, and are combined using posterior probability averaging or model averaging.
As demonstrated in empirical studies, this “cascaded feature ensemble” method is highly effective to choose
representative set of good features from large initial feature sets, reduce the number of features and, most
importantly, solve the partial coverage problem.
Orthogonally, to solve the skewed prior class distribution problem, we adopt a re-sampling approach:
randomly select a set of negative samples whose size is similar to the positive class, and then a balanced set
is derived by concatenating the negative samples and the positive instances. Feature invention and filtering,
as well as model learning are applied to the balanced samples. When the sample is balanced, the chances to
accidentally under represent skewed positive examples can be significantly reduced. However, under-samples
of the negatives will subsequently cover the negative class incompletely. To resolve this inevitable “side-
effective” we employ a “balanced data ensemble” which constructs multiple classifiers based on multiple
balanced data samples.
1. We study a general classification problem where the dataset in its original form is characterized by two
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properties: (1) no initial feature vector representation; and (2) skewed prior class distribution. We use
graph and transaction data classification as two example applications.
2. In order to handle a very large feature set, a feature selection algorithm is proposed which effectively
reduces the number of features. To alleviate the partial coverage problem caused by invented features,
a cascaded feature ensemble is explored, where multiple feature sets are progressively selected to encode
the data in disjoint feature spaces. This increases the chance that a specific instance is properly covered
by useful features.
3. To address the skewed class distribution problem, we use sampling technique to make repeated sam-
ples of the positives and under-samples of the negatives. Feature invention and model learning are
performed on the balanced samples. To reduce the variance due to sampling, a balanced data ensemble
approach is used over multiple balanced samples.
4. Extensive experimental studies on both graph and transaction dataset show that the proposed approach
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods by a significantly large margin.
In the following sections, we will use the graph classification problem as a good example to explicitly
describe the challenges and discuss our solutions around each challenge. In Section 6.5, we will discuss the
same solutions being applied on transaction data.
6.2 Feature Construction
For the data with no initial feature vector representation, the first step is feature construction. How to
construct discriminative features from the raw data is a difficult problem. For example, graph data is
usually in the form of complicated structures, with a set of vertices and edges connecting these vertices. But
graph vertex and edge usually are not discriminative features. For example, every chemical compound likely
contains atoms such as carbon (C), oxygen (O) and nitrogen (N) and their short edge links, thus it is very
unlikely to build high performance classifiers based only on these simple features. In this study, we propose
to use frequent substructures as graph features since they are able to preserve the structural information of
the graph data.
6.2.1 Frequent Substructure Mining
Compared with the simple features as atoms and links, frequent substructures are better candidates as
features since they expose the intrinsic characteristic of the underlying graphs.
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Definition 5 (Frequent Substructure) Given a graph database D, a graph g is frequent if support(g) ≥
min sup, where support(g) is the percentage of graphs in D in which g is a subgraph; min sup is a user-
specified minimum support threshold.
[15] showed that frequent substructures are effective for classifying chemical compounds. From the
computational point of view, exploiting subgraphs as graph features involves subgraph isomorphism test.
Although the general problem of subgraph isomorphism is NP-complete, polynomial time algorithms exist
for recognizing any subgraph with a fixed size. Sundaram and Skiena presented general algorithms for small
subgraph isomorphism [53]. For the frequent subgraphs used in our classification algorithm, their size is
bounded by a small number (e.g., <20 edges) so that the isomorphism checking can be conducted efficiently.
6.2.2 Feature Selection
Frequent substructure mining usually produces a large number of frequent subgraphs, due to the explosive
combination between graph vertices and edges. Typically the number of frequent subgraphs is over 105
if min sup is around 3–5%, while a training set usually contains only several thousand instances. Many
learning algorithms do not perform well when the number of features is much larger than the number of
examples, in terms of efficiency and accuracy. The huge feature vector can potentially uniquely encode each
training instance, as a result, the constructed model may not be able to generalize beyond the training data.
Therefore, we need to perform feature selection on frequent substructures. The feature selection algorithm
we use has been introduced as Algorithm 3 in Section 4.3.2.
After we select the discriminative frequent subgraph features, the original labeled graphs can be repre-
sented in a vector format. Assume the feature set Fs = {f1, f2, ..., fm} where each subgraph fi represents
a feature. Given a graph g and a feature fi, x is the vector representing g according to Eq. (2.2). Thus, x
is a binary representation of graph g. We can also use the frequency of fi in g as the feature value. This is
referred as frequency representation. With this transformation, a graph is represented by a feature vector
in the feature space of Fs, on which a classification model is built.
6.3 Partial Feature Coverage
Traditional feature selection methods search for a single subset of features which leads to good performance
in model construction and prediction. However, when we select a subset of frequent subgraph features, one
potential problem is the partial feature coverage, which is caused by the non-uniform occurrences of frequent
subgraphs in the training instances. According to Eq. (2.2), if graph g contains a subgraph feature fi, its
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ith dimension has value 1 (or the number of occurrences of fi in g), otherwise, 0. Given a set of frequent
subgraphs Fs and a graph g, if none (or a small number) of the graph patterns in Fs is a subgraph of g,
then the feature vector of g contains almost all 0s. That is, g is barely covered by the frequent subgraphs.
This is referred as partial feature coverage. For example, assume the dimension of a feature space is 100.
If a graph g contains only 2 subgraphs in the feature set, then the feature vector of g contains 98 zeros
and only 2 non-zero values. As a result, the topological property of such graphs is inadequately reflected
by the frequent substructure features. It is usually difficult to distinguish such “uncovered” graphs from
others. Partial feature coverage is a problem for both training and testing in frequent substructure-based
classification.
There are two causes for the partial feature coverage problem. First, skewed class distribution is one
potential cause – if we mine frequent subgraphs over a set of graphs with skewed class distribution, it will
produce a lot of frequent subgraphs which are prevalent in the majority class while failing in discovering
unique subgraphs in the minority class. As a consequence, the minority class will be under represented by
the frequent subgraphs. When the skewed data is re-balanced with sampling, the original minority class will
produce sufficient features, thus the partial feature coverage caused by the skewed class distribution will be
greatly alleviated. This issue and the proposed solution will be discussed in details in Section 6.4.
Besides the skewness issue, as observed in our study as well as in [58], the partial feature coverage problem
is inherent in frequent subgraphs, even with a much balanced class distribution. Given a set of frequent
subgraphs Fs, it is possible that none or few of them appears in a graph g, which is then insufficiently
covered by those features. In this section, we will mainly focus on the partial coverage problem caused by
frequent subgraphs and propose a solution to handle this.
A naive solution is to increase the number of selected features. This increases the chance that a graph
is covered by enough features. However, when the number of selected features is too large, many learning
algorithms do not perform well because of the curse of dimensionality. The high-dimensional feature vector
can potentially uniquely encode a training example,while this encoding may not be able to generalize beyond
the training data. This particularly can be a problem for discriminant learners.
6.3.1 Cascaded Feature Ensemble
Considering that some examples are insufficiently covered by the frequent subgraph features when only a
compact set of features is selected, we propose to use multiple disjoint sets of features. This could increase
the feature coverage as well as avoid a huge feature space. The proposed method is called cascaded feature
ensemble: for a training set, we progressively select multiple disjoint subsets of frequent substructures,
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Algorithm 8 Cascaded Feature Ensemble
Input: A set of positive training examples P
A set of negative under-samples Ns
Ensemble number kf , A test set T
Output: An ensemble for posterior probability estimate
1: Mine frequent substructures F on P and Ns;
2: for i = 1 to kf do
3: Select a feature set F is from F ;
4: Represent data in feature space F is as {P ∪Ns}Fis ;
5: F = F − F is;
6: Train a classifier on {P ∪Ns}Fis ;
7: Estimate the posterior probability {f i(x)}x∈T
8: end
9: Estimate posterior probability {fE(x)}x∈T by
combining ensemble outputs.
instead of one huge set of features. Each subset is used as a feature space to represent the underlying
data. Multiple classifiers are constructed based on the same dataset with different features. Each classifier
has sufficient discriminating power based on the selected features, although it could still make mistakes on
the partially covered instances. However, since the feature sets are disjoint, each classifier tends to make
uncorrelated errors which can be eliminated by averaging.
The ensemble algorithm on feature space is shown in Algorithm 8. Given a set of frequent substructures
F , we apply feature selection (Algorithm 3) to get a subset of features, then represent the data in this feature
space and build a classifier. Then the selected features are removed from F and feature selection is applied
to the remaining features again. The process iterates until we have kf classifiers based on kf different feature
sets. Given a test example x, each classifier Ci outputs an estimated posterior probability f i(x). Then we







Since feature selection is progressively applied while each time it greedily selects the best available
features, multiple feature sets are selected to encode the data in disjoint feature spaces with decreasing or
cascaded discriminating power. In this sense, we name this approach cascaded feature ensemble.
In a previous study on ensemble methods [16], it was pointed out that feature ensemble technique only
works when the input features are highly redundant. Besides this property, we find that feature ensemble
is very suitable for the graph classification problem because of three characteristics inherent in frequent
substructures: (1) the uneven occurrences of frequent substructures (which causes the partial coverage
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problem) on the graph dataset; (2) the huge number, or even an unbounded number, of input features; and
(3) high correlation inherent in the features. Cascaded feature ensemble is an effective method to both reduce
feature number and solve the partial feature coverage problem, thus leading to good model generalization
ability. It also suggests a useful solution for problems with similar characteristics beyond graph domain.
6.4 Skewed Class Distribution
In many real applications, the datasets have very skewed prior class distribution. For example, many real
graph datasets are rather skewed, such as the AIDS anti-viral screen data [1] and the NCI anti-cancer screen
datasets [2]. In this section, we will first study two issues related to the skewed class distribution. Then we
use a sampling technique and an ensemble approach as the solution.
6.4.1 Feature Mining Issue
Since we use frequent substructures as features, there are two criteria associated with this mining step: (1)
feature quality, and (2) mining efficiency and scalability. Assume we have a positive training set P and a
negative set N where |P | ¿ |N |. We will compare three different strategies for frequent substructure mining
in a skewed class distribution.
Method 1. Create a dataset D = P ∪N . Mine frequent subgraphs from D with min sup.
Method 2. Keep P and N separate. Mine frequent substructures in P and N with min sup respectively.
Method 3. Draw a sample of negative instances Ni whose size is comparable to |P |. Mine frequent
substructures from P and Ni with min sup respectively.
Method 1 fails in discovering discriminative and unique features for the positive class. This is because
in the dataset D, the class distribution is skewed as the negative class dominates. Using a min sup to mine
substructures from D produces a large number of frequent subgraphs which are prevalent in the negative
class while fails in discovering unique subgraphs in the positive class. As a result, the positive instances
are not properly covered (the partial coverage problem caused by skewed class distribution) and thus the
classifier so constructed will be biased towards the negative class.
Method 2 can avoid the above problem by mining the positive and negative examples separately. However,
Method 2 has a scalability problem in the mining phase. This is because it performs the frequent substructure
mining on the whole negative set which is usually a very huge space. It is inefficient to perform mining in
the huge negative space.
Method 3 satisfies both criteria of feature quality and mining scalability. For feature quality, since the
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positive class and negative class are balanced, discriminative subgraphs from both classes can be discovered
using the same min sup. One may notice that the frequent substructures discovered from a sample of
negatives will be different from those discovered from the complete set of negatives. A frequent subgraph in
the sample set could be infrequent in the complete set and vice versa. Interestingly, there is a theorem in
[55] that presents the frequency error bound on itemsets. It is also applicable to graph patterns.







the probability that |frequency(x, Dˆ) − frequency(x)| > ² is at most δ, where frequency(x, Dˆ) is the fre-
quency of x in Dˆ.
Theorem 1 guarantees that the difference between frequent substructures from the complete set and those
from the sample set is bounded. Given this theoretical result, we can perform mining on the sample set,
rather than the whole negative set. Since the mining efficiency is closely related to the size of the graph
dataset, the former will be much more efficient.
6.4.2 Model Learning Issue
Skewed class distribution also poses great challenges in model learning phase. In real application data, the
positive examples are much less popular than the negative ones. Misclassifying a positive example usually
invokes a much higher loss compared to that of misclassifying a negative one. Traditional inductive learning
methods would perform rather poorly on such datasets with skewed distribution, since the goal of those
methods is to minimize classification error rate. As a result, the positive examples tend to be ignored and
every example is predicted as negative. In such case, we could build a model up to 99% accuracy, but of
very little use in practice.
To solve this problem, we adopt the sampling technique to draw under-samples of the negatives and
build a classification model based on the balanced sample set, which can significantly improve recall on the
skewed positives.
6.4.3 Balanced Data Ensemble
The balanced dataset by sampling can significantly improve recall on the skewed positives. However, it also
introduces variances in both frequent substructure mining and model learning. In the mining phase, the
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frequency of graph patterns in the sample set is different from that of graph patterns in the original set.
Subgraphs which are frequent in the sample set could be infrequent in the original set and vice versa. In the
model learning phase, there is variance associated with a classifier given the sample training set. A classifier
based on a single sample could increase false positive rate although it improves recall on the positives.
To reduce the variance caused by sampling, we generate multiple training sets with repeated samples
of the positives and under-samples of the negatives. Multiple classifiers are built based on the different
re-balanced samples and an ensemble is used to combine the output of different classifiers. This method can
significantly reduce the false positive rate while maintaining a high recall rate.
Assume we have a positive training set P and a negative set N where |P | ¿ |N |. We apply sampling on
N and get a series of under-sample Ni, i = 1, ..., kd. Ni is comparable to P in size. The actual size of Ni can
be decided by a user-specified parameter r, |Ni| = |P |/r. For each under-sample set Ni and the positive set
P , we apply frequent substructure mining and feature selection. When the graph data is represented in a
feature vector based on the substructure features, a classifier Ci is trained on P ∪Ni. For testing, decisions
from kd classifiers C1, C2,..., Ckd are combined.
In the skewed graph data, we propose to use the posterior probability estimate as the model output. For
each test case x, the classifier Ci estimates the probability P (y|x), rather than predicts the class label. Such
posterior probability estimate provides some information about uncertainty in the prediction. We would
have high confidence in the prediction of an example with 99% posterior probability while not so sure about
the prediction of an example with 50% posterior probability. In real applications like drug design, the loss of
misclassifying a positive example as a negative one is much higher than vice versa. Therefore, the posterior
probability provides additional information associated with a prediction, which is helpful in decision making.
Given a test example x, each classifier Ci outputs an estimated posterior probability f i(x). We use







The ensemble method is shown in Algorithm 9.
The ensemble approach could reduce the variance of single classifiers significantly, as shown in the theo-
retical analysis by [56].
6.4.4 Efficiency Analysis of The Ensemble Approach
The proposed ensemble approach not only effectively reduces the error and variance, it also improves the
model learning efficiency. Assume the base learner is decision tree and the dimension of the data is d.
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Algorithm 9 Balanced Data Ensemble
Input: A set of positive training examples P
A set of negative training examples N
Ensemble number kd, Sampling ratio r
A test set T
Output: An ensemble for posterior probability estimate
1: Compute the number of negative samples by |P |/r
2: for i = 1 to kd do
3: Draw a sample Ni from N ;
4: Mine frequent subgraphs from P and Ni;
5: Train a classifier based on P ∪Ni;
6: Estimate posterior probability {f i(x)}x∈T
7: end
8: Estimate posterior probability {fE(x)}x∈T by
combining ensemble outputs.
Assume the number of positive examples is np and the number of negative examples is nq. Then the
training size of each sample is np + nq. The time complexity of a decision tree-based learner would be
O(d(np + nq)log(np + nq)). If k classifiers are trained sequentially, the training time for the ensemble
approach is O(dk(np + nq)log(np + nq)). Since the class distribution in each sample is balanced, we can
assume that np = nq = ne. Then the time complexity of the ensemble approach can be simplified as
O(2dknelog(2ne)).
On the other hand, if a single model is trained on the combined training set of size np + knq, the time
complexity would be O(d(np + knq)log(np + knq)), which can be further simplified as O(d(k+1)nelog((k+
1)ne)). k is the number of classifiers in the ensemble, and is typically greater than 3. Since log(k+1) > 2log2
and k+1 > k, we can conclude that the ensemble is more efficient than the single model even if the ensemble
is trained sequentially. In real applications, since each classifier in the ensemble is independent, the training
can be done in parallel. The gain in efficiency would be more significant for parallel ensembles.
6.5 Transaction Data Classification with Skewed Distribution
We have discussed several challenges including feature invention, feature filtering, partial feature coverage as
well as skewed prior class distribution in the context of graph classification. In this section, we will examine
another application example – transaction data classification with skewed distribution, which possesses the
similar characteristics as the graph classification problem.
A record of transaction data includes a set of items and a class label. In some cases, the individual items
may not be discriminative enough to distinguish the examples from different classes. Previous studies on
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transaction data classification [39, 38, 59, 11] have demonstrated that frequent itemsets are good candidates
as discriminative features or rules for classification, since frequent itemset is a non-linear combination of
the individual items. When the transaction data is mapped to the feature space of frequent itemsets,
some instances which are not linearly separable in the original space may become so in the mapped space.
Therefore, we propose to construct features by frequent itemset mining in the transaction data classification.
However, there are two potential problems with frequent itemsets: (1) generation of a huge number of results,
and (2) the partial feature coverage problem caused by frequent itemsets, with similar reasons in the graph
context.
In addition, skewed class distribution could be another challenge for transaction data in real applications.
Therefore, transaction data classification faces two similar challenges as graph classification does. As a
result, the proposed cascaded feature ensemble and balanced data ensemble techniques could be applied
to transaction data classification with skewed distribution. We will evaluate our proposed methods on
transaction data in Section 6.6.7.
6.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we report our comprehensive experimental studies that evaluate our proposed method on
both graph classification and transaction data classification with skewed distribution.
6.6.1 Graph Datasets
Table 6.1: Class Distribution of Graph Data
Datasets N N+ N− % (N+/N)
NCI1 40353 2057 38296 5.09
NCI109 40516 2079 38437 5.13
NCI123 39765 3140 36625 7.89
NCI145 40004 1955 38049 4.89
NCI167 79601 9568 70033 12.02
NCI33 39988 1643 38345 4.11
NCI330 41472 2298 39174 5.54
NCI41 27509 1568 25941 5.69
NCI47 40271 2025 38246 5.03
NCI81 40532 2410 38122 5.94
NCI83 27770 2294 25476 8.26
H1 42348 1493 40855 3.53
H2 41274 419 40855 1.02
To evaluate our proposed method on skewed graph data, we use a series of graph datasets from real
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applications with rather skewed distribution. Eleven datasets are downloaded from PubChem website [2].
They are selected from the bioassay records for cancer cell lines. Each of the NCI anti-cancer screens forms
a classification problem, where the class labels are either active or inactive. The active class is very rare
compared with the inactive class. For a detailed description of these datasets, please refer to [2].
Another dataset is obtained from the AIDS anti-viral screen program [1]. The screening tests are evalu-
ated in one of the following three categories: confirmed active (CA), confirmed moderately active (CM) and
confirmed inactive (CI). Both CA and CM classes are extremely rare compared with CI. Two classification
problems are formulated out of this dataset. The first problem is designed to classify between CM+CA and
CI, denoted as H1; the second between CA and CI, denoted as H2.
Table 6.1 shows the class distribution of the datasets. N denotes the total number of instances, N+
denotes the number of positive examples and N− denotes the number of negative examples. The last
column denotes the percentage of the positives in the whole dataset.
C4.5 [63] and LIBSVM [9] are chosen as two classification models1. We use 5-fold cross validation. Each
dataset is partitioned into five parts evenly. Each time, one part is used for test and the rest four are
combined for frequent subgraph mining, feature selection and model learning.
We will evaluate the proposed methods from two perspectives: (1) are the posterior probability estimates
accurate? and (2) is the classifier accurate?








where fE(xi) is the output of the ensemble, which is the estimated posterior probability of xi, and p(+|xi)
is the true probability of xi. A low L means the posterior probability estimate is close to the true value.
To assess the performance of a classifier on skewed datasets, accuracy is no longer a good measure since
the majority class dominates the result. We use the area under ROC curve (AUC) as the evaluation metric.
ROC curve shows the trade-off between true positive rate and false positive rate. In the ideal case, the
area under ROC curve is 1. A good classifier would produce a ROC curve as close to the left-top corner
as possible. Since the class distribution is highly skewed, we also show the ROC50 [23] values, which is the
area under the ROC curve up to the first 50 false positives.
1We also tried Logistic Regression based on which similar results have been observed. Due to space limit, we omit those
results.
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Table 6.2: MSE and AUC on Graph Data
(a) MSE by C4.5
Datasets SE NS SS
NCI1 0.19± 0.02 0.74± 0.04 0.56± 0.03
NCI109 0.20± 0.03 0.76± 0.05 0.56± 0.03
NCI123 0.23± 0.03 0.71± 0.03 0.61± 0.03
NCI145 0.20± 0.03 0.76± 0.03 0.55± 0.04
NCI167 0.29± 0.02 0.76± 0.04 0.69± 0.03
NCI33 0.21± 0.02 0.79± 0.06 0.57± 0.06
NCI330 0.21± 0.03 0.75± 0.06 0.57± 0.05
NCI41 0.21± 0.03 0.75± 0.05 0.59± 0.03
NCI47 0.20± 0.03 0.76± 0.03 0.57± 0.04
NCI81 0.21± 0.03 0.74± 0.02 0.59± 0.04
NCI83 0.23± 0.03 0.71± 0.04 0.59± 0.03
H1 0.25± 0.07 0.82± 0.06 0.60± 0.07
H2 0.20± 0.06 0.83± 0.08 0.50± 0.09
(b) MSE by SVM
Datasets SE NS SS
NCI1 0.19± 0.02 0.89± 0.01 0.54± 0.022
NCI109 0.19± 0.03 0.90± 0.01 0.54± 0.02
NCI123 0.21± 0.03 0.85± 0.01 0.68± 0.02
NCI145 0.19± 0.02 0.90± 0.01 0.52± 0.03
NCI167 0.22± 0.02 0.75± 0.02 0.67± 0.02
NCI33 0.19± 0.02 0.91± 0.01 0.54± 0.04
NCI330 0.19± 0.04 0.89± 0.01 0.56± 0.06
NCI41 0.20± 0.03 0.88± 0.01 0.57± 0.04
NCI47 0.19± 0.03 0.90± 0.01 0.53± 0.02
NCI81 0.19± 0.03 0.88± 0.01 0.55± 0.03
NCI83 0.20± 0.02 0.84± 0.01 0.62± 0.06
H1 0.20± 0.05 0.91± 0.02 0.64± 0.02
H2 0.16± 0.08 0.98± 0.01 0.41± 0.05
(c) AUC by C4.5
Datasets SE NS SS
NCI1 0.83± 0.02 0.59± 0.03 0.65± 0.03
NCI109 0.82± 0.02 0.56± 0.06 0.64± 0.03
NCI123 0.77± 0.03 0.61± 0.02 0.61± 0.02
NCI145 0.83± 0.03 0.60± 0.03 0.65± 0.01
NCI167 0.68± 0.04 0.557± 0.02 0.57± 0.01
NCI33 0.81± 0.02 0.54± 0.09 0.65± 0.03
NCI330 0.83± 0.02 0.60± 0.04 0.61± 0.06
NCI41 0.80± 0.01 0.60± 0.03 0.61± 0.03
NCI47 0.82± 0.02 0.63± 0.01 0.64± 0.01
NCI81 0.81± 0.03 0.59± 0.02 0.65± 0.02
NCI83 0.77± 0.02 0.59± 0.03 0.61± 0.02
H1 0.73± 0.04 0.40± 0.08 0.56± 0.03
H2 0.86± 0.04 0.43± 0.08 0.68± 0.07
(d) AUC by SVM
Datasets SE NS SS
NCI1 0.85± 0.03 0.58± 0.03 0.74± 0.04
NCI109 0.84± 0.03 0.51± 0.01 0.73± 0.04
NCI123 0.77± 0.04 0.52± 0.02 0.62± 0.07
NCI145 0.85± 0.04 0.55± 0.05 0.76± 0.03
NCI167 0.72± 0.03 0.61± 0.02 0.62± 0.03
NCI33 0.84± 0.02 0.51± 0.04 0.74± 0.03
NCI330 0.85± 0.05 0.61± 0.08 0.76± 0.03
NCI41 0.81± 0.02 0.68± 0.02 0.72± 0.03
NCI47 0.84± 0.03 0.50± 0.01 0.75± 0.03
NCI81 0.84± 0.03 0.54± 0.07 0.74± 0.02
NCI83 0.80± 0.01 0.63± 0.03 0.69± 0.02
H1 0.75± 0.04 0.63± 0.03 0.66± 0.04
H2 0.91± 0.03 0.52± 0.02 0.85± 0.05
6.6.2 Balanced Data Ensemble
In this part, we show the effectiveness of ensemble over balanced samples, which aims at the skewed distri-
bution problem. For comparison, we design two baseline methods.
No Sampling+Single Model (NS). The data is used for frequent subgraph mining and model learning
without sampling, which is highly skewed. A single model is trained on the training set. This corresponds to
Method 1 in Section 6.4. Hence, the feature generation and model learning on the whole data set is biased
toward the negative class.
Sampling+Single Model (SS). The training set is obtained by using the positive examples and under-
samples of the negative ones, which corresponds to Method 3. Hence feature generation and model learning
is on a balanced sample. However, only a single model is trained on the training set.
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Figure 6.2: ROC Curve
Accordingly, our method is denoted as Sampling+Ensemble (SE), which adopts both sampling and
ensemble techniques. In our experiment, the number of base classifiers is kd = 5.
Table 6.2 (a) and (b) show the MSE (and standard deviation) achieved by our method and two baseline
methods, using the base learner C4.5 and SVM respectively.
It is clearly seen that our proposed method SE reduces the MSE significantly. NS performs badly since
the training data is highly skewed. When performing frequent substructure mining on a skewed dataset, the
features are biased toward the negative class. As a result, the inductive learner would build a model that
tends to ignore positive examples and classify every example as negative. Therefore, NS generates an MSE
around 0.7-0.8 on the positive class. SS has some improvements over NS since it draws under-samples of
negative instances. The class distribution is balanced after sampling. Both feature generation and model
learning benefit from the balanced distribution.
Although SS utilizes a balanced sample of training data, the performance of SE is much better since the
ensemble method can reduce the classifier variance by averaging the output. As seen in Table 6.2 (a) and
(b), the MSE on the positive class is around 0.1-0.2, which is a significant improvement over both NS and
SS.
Table 6.2 (c) and (d) show the AUC (and standard deviation) achieved by our proposed method and two
baseline methods, using the base learner C4.5 and SVM respectively.
Our proposed method SE outperforms both NS and SS systematically. We can reason that, SE produces
an accurate estimation of posterior probability on positive class. The positive examples are accurately
predicted and rank quite high in terms of the posterior probability estimates. Therefore, the AUC achieved
by SE is significantly better than that by NS or SS.
We further show the ROC curves and recall-precision plots. Figures 6.2 (a) and (b) show the ROC curves
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Figure 6.3: Recall-Precision Curve











































Figure 6.4: Feature Ensemble Effect on NCI83
on data NCI1 and NCI81. SE outperforms NS and SS by a big margin. Especially on the left part of the
curve where the false positive rate is low, the ROC curve of SE is much closer to the left-top corner than
that of NS and SS. This shows that SE has a much more accurate prediction of the positives.
Figures 6.3 (a) and (b) show the precision-recall (RP) curve on NCI1 and NCI81. The precision of SE
is consistently higher than that of NS and SS in the full range of recall as well as the useful recall range of
[0.4, 0.6] where SE achieves a precision 2–4 times higher than NS and SS. It justifies that the sampling and
ensemble techniques can solve the skewed problem and reduce classifier variance effectively.
6.6.3 Cascaded Feature Ensemble
In this experiment, we test the effectiveness of cascaded feature ensemble. We vary the number of classifiers
in feature ensemble kf while fixing the number of classifiers in data space to 1 (kd = 1).
Figure 6.4 (a) shows the trend of ROC and ROC50 scores using different number of base classifiers on
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Table 6.3: Ensemble on Data and Feature Space
Dataset AUC MSE
SE SE+FE SE SE+FE
NCI1 0.8326 0.8566 0.1931 0.1806
NCI109 0.8229 0.8422 0.2027 0.1919
NCI123 0.7705 0.7946 0.2264 0.2127
NCI145 0.8303 0.8501 0.1965 0.1877
NCI167 0.6805 0.7036 0.2937 0.2767
NCI33 0.8076 0.8344 0.2124 0.1972
NCI330 0.8300 0.8515 0.2141 0.1986
NCI41 0.7995 0.8163 0.2133 0.2062
NCI47 0.8209 0.8460 0.2035 0.1883
NCI81 0.8104 0.8394 0.2124 0.1952
NCI83 0.7730 0.8020 0.2280 0.2088
H1 0.7259 0.7360 0.2496 0.2409
H2 0.8569 0.8920 0.2023 0.1789
data NCI83. When we only use a single set of features, both ROC and ROC50 values are low. As the number
of classifiers increases, both ROC and ROC50 values increase, although ROC value increases slower than
ROC50. This means that the performance improves on the prediction of the whole test set as well as the top
ranked test examples. As the number of classifiers further increases, the performance finally saturates. The
experimental results show that using feature ensemble significantly alleviates the partial coverage problem
of frequent substructures.
Figure 6.4 (b) shows the ROC curves based on cascaded feature ensemble with different numbers of
classifiers (kf = 1, 3, and 11). It is clearly seen that when the number of classifiers increases in feature
ensemble, the ROC curve moves closer to the left-top corner.
6.6.4 Combining Data and Feature Ensembles
Table 6.3 shows the combined effect of data ensemble and feature ensemble (denoted as SE+FE) with kd = 5
and kf = 3. For comparison purpose, we list the results of ensemble on data space only (SE) with kd = 5.
The base learner is C4.5. As shown in Table 6.3, consistent improvement is achieved by SE+FE on all
datasets in terms of both AUC and MSE. The results demonstrate that the data ensemble and feature
ensemble, when combined together, are effective at solving the skewed distribution and partial coverage
problem.
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Table 6.4: ROC50, Base Learner SVM
Datasets SE FS GF
NCI1 0.5318 0.2630 0.3260
NCI109 0.6149 0.2380 0.3020
NCI123 0.6059 0.2400 0.2630
NCI145 0.5716 0.2650 0.3400
NCI167 0.5059 0.0540 0.0640
NCI33 0.5815 0.2510 0.3180
NCI330 0.4847 0.2420 0.3430
NCI41 0.5809 0.3000 0.3570
NCI47 0.6002 0.2430 0.3110
NCI81 0.5406 0.2390 0.2950
NCI83 0.6113 0.2670 0.3170
H1 0.5878 0.2280 0.2680
H2 0.6086 0.5810 0.6510
6.6.5 Comparison with The State-of-the-art Method
Besides comparison with two baseline methods, we performed comparison with the state-of-the-art graph
classification algorithm by [58]. They proposed to use graph fragments (GF) as graph features. [58] also
reported the results based on frequent substructures (FS) as features. We compared their results2 on the
same datasets used in this study with our proposed ensemble method (kd = 5) in Table 6.4. As shown in the
table, our results, in most cases, outperform the GF and FS results by [58] by a significantly large margin.
This confirmed that our proposed ensemble methods are very effective for graph classification with skewed
class distribution. In the skewed datasets, if sampling and ensemble are not done to re-balance the training
examples, the classification performance is inferior.
6.6.6 Efficiency
We study the running time (in seconds) of the ensemble approach compared with that of single model. In
the ensemble approach, we set kd = 5. The base learner is C4.5. The training time of both parallel (Par-E)
and serial (Ser-E) ensembles as well as the single model approach are reported in Table 6.5. The results
show that the ensemble approach, even executed sequentially, is much more efficient than the single model
method.
2Results by GF and FS methods are copied from [58].
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Table 6.5: Runtime Comparison
Datasets Par-E Ser-E Single
NCI1 14.138 70.184 362.194
NCI109 16.317 71.745 384.134
NCI123 29.563 142.812 402.547
NCI145 13.211 65.950 336.733
NCI167 96.821 463.108 480.117
NCI33 10.462 52.261 348.243
NCI330 12.780 62.609 283.217
NCI41 7.938 39.193 126.217
NCI47 13.925 69.129 370.177
NCI81 13.311 86.507 323.256
NCI83 13.873 68.869 150.853
H1 7.281 36.252 196.614
H2 2.823 13.613 383.220
6.6.7 Additional Tests on Transaction Data
In addition to the graph datasets, we applied our proposed method to some transaction datasets from UCI
Machine Learning Repository. Each instance contains a set of items and a class label. The prior class
distribution of these datasets is relatively balanced. We derive a skewed distribution by under sampling
the active class to 5% of the negative class. We use frequent itemsets as features. Then we apply our
ensemble approach to handle the transaction data classification with skewed class distribution. We compare
our approach (SE) with two baseline methods NS and SS. Table 6.6 shows the MSE and AUC achieved by
C4.5 and SVM on transaction data.
From Table 6.6, we can observe that both MSE and AUC by SE consistently outperform those achieved
by NS and SS, though the performance improvement based on SVM is not as significant as that on C4.5.
However, we observe an important property – the results on SVM and C4.5 achieved by SE are quite close.
It means that with our proposed approach SE, the choice of base learner is not a very critical issue in terms
of final results. This is true for both MSE and AUC and is true for both transaction data and graph data.
6.7 Related Work
A primary problem in classification of complex data with no initial feature vector representation is feature
invention. Graph classification is such an example. In recent years, a lot of studies have been carried
out to address the graph classification problem. Basically these studies can be divided into three different
approaches: (1) structure or fragment-based approach [33, 15, 58], (2) kernel-based approach [30, 43, 20],
and (3) boosting method [34]. The basic idea of structure or fragment-based approach is to extract frequent
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Table 6.6: MSE and AUC on Transaction Data
(a) MSE by C4.5
Datasets SE NS SS
adult 0.13± 0.02 0.51± 0.04 0.39± 0.02
austra 0.07± 0.03 0.66± 0.19 0.27± 0.15
breast 0.01± 0.01 0.31± 0.09 0.30± 0.10
crx 0.15± 0.04 0.58± 0.21 0.38± 0.19
diabetes 0.11± 0.07 0.69± 0.08 0.50± 0.10
iono 0.08± 0.01 0.51± 0.10 0.38± 0.11
pima 0.10± 0.07 0.54± 0.11 0.49± 0.13
waveform 0.08± 0.02 0.69± 0.05 0.43± 0.11
(b) MSE by SVM
Datasets SE NS SS
adult 0.14± 0.02 0.66± 0.03 0.39± 0.02
austra 0.06± 0.02 0.43± 0.22 0.29± 0.19
breast 0.03± 0.01 0.40± 0.12 0.20± 0.09
crx 0.15± 0.10 0.51± 0.24 0.29± 0.13
diabetes 0.16± 0.07 0.80± 0.01 0.53± 0.09
iono 0.09± 0.03 0.28± 0.16 0.26± 0.15
pima 0.11± 0.06 0.57± 0.13 0.39± 0.09
waveform 0.08± 0.02 0.40± 0.12 0.31± 0.09
(c) AUC by C4.5
Datasets SE NS SS
adult 0.89± 0.01 0.57± 0.08 0.64± 0.01
austra 0.91± 0.01 0.49± 0.18 0.86± 0.08
breast 0.97± 0.02 0.69± 0.09 0.68± 0.09
crx 0.86± 0.09 0.49± 0.30 0.60± 0.18
diabetes 0.85± 0.07 0.33± 0.11 0.39± 0.10
iono 0.91± 0.10 0.54± 0.13 0.59± 0.11
pima 0.86± 0.04 0.54± 0.14 0.43± 0.14
waveform 0.88± 0.04 0.47± 0.11 0.68± 0.20
(d) AUC by SVM
Datasets SE NS SS
adult 0.90± 0.01 0.82± 0.02 0.864± 0.02
austra 0.96± 0.01 0.87± 0.07 0.909± 0.08
breast 0.99± 0.01 0.91± 0.07 0.927± 0.02
crx 0.95± 0.04 0.87± 0.15 0.885± 0.13
diabetes 0.86± 0.05 0.72± 0.12 0.776± 0.08
iono 0.98± 0.03 0.90± 0.07 0.912± 0.07
pima 0.86± 0.03 0.80± 0.05 0.809± 0.06
waveform 0.94± 0.02 0.84± 0.05 0.869± 0.06
substructures [33, 15], local graph fragments [58], or cyclic patterns and trees [27] and use them as descriptors
to represent the graph data. Studies with kernel-based approach aim at designing effective kernel functions
to measure the similarity between graphs. In recent years, there are many studies on frequent itemset-based
classification and associative classification on transaction data [39, 38, 59, 11]. The basic idea is to use
discriminative frequent itemsets as features or rules to construct classification models. Experimental results
from such studies show that frequent itemset-based classification could achieve very promising results.
As for the class imbalance issue, it has become an important research problem in recent years since people
have realized that imbalance in class distribution causes suboptimal classification performance [62, 10]. On
the other hand, ensemble methods [16, 56, 41] have received a lot of attention as well. Ensemble is shown
to perform better than a single classifier. A similar balanced ensemble approach was explored by [21] for
classifying data streams with rather skewed distribution.
Among the existing studies on graph classification, some [20, 34] focused on relatively balanced datasets
while others [15, 58] used both balanced and skewed graph data. However, none of these studies targets
the class imbalance problem specifically, which is the same for the transaction data classification problem.
It should be noted that, besides the skewed distribution issue, techniques proposed by many of the related
studies are orthogonal to our study.
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6.8 Summary
We are interested in constructing classification models over raw data with no initial feature vector repre-
sentation but with skewed prior class probability distribution. Both the various problems and solutions
to these problem are exemplified in the contexts of skewed graph data and transaction data classification.
Graph data are usually in the form of complicated vertex-edge topological structures, but not represented
in readily available feature vectors. Frequent substructures are good candidates for graph features since
they expose the intrinsic topological characteristic of the underlying graphs that are related to their func-
tions (such as active to treat a disease). Among many others, three most interesting properties inherent
in frequent substructures are: 1) an explosive number of invented features, usually at least 105 or more;
(2) under representation of some examples, particularly skewed positive examples; and (3) high correlation
among the enumerated initial features. As demonstrated in the paper, transaction datasets have identical
properties. Other problems of similar difficulty and property include weather forecasting, video/image re-
trieval, mutual fund performance analysis, protein docking and so on. Our proposed ensemble approach
works in both raw data space and large initial feature space, and is demonstrated to be effective to solve
these challenges through comprehensive experimental studies. As a highlight, our balanced data ensemble
and cascaded feature ensemble achieved an AUC up to 80% higher than other methods solving similar prob-
lems. Importantly, our method is shown to generally achieve 60% or higher on the practically more useful
ROC50 score than the state-of-the-art graph classification method, based on results on both GF and FS in
[58]. Experimental results on transaction data classification also show similar trends. Besides skewed graph
data and transaction data classification, the balanced data and cascaded feature ensemble suggests a useful
solution for problems with similar characteristics including skewed distribution, a huge or even a potentially
unbounded number of features from feature construction or feature discovery that are common for emerging
applications of data mining that we know now and do not know as of yet.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Works
7.1 A Summary of Pattern-based Classification
In this dissertation, I conducted a systematic study on discriminative and frequent pattern-based classifi-
cation. Different aspects of the pattern-based classification method have been studied, including accuracy,
efficiency, as well as class distribution. The major contributions include:
1. A discriminative and frequent pattern-based classification framework is proposed which includes feature
construction, feature selection and model learning. A feature selection algorithm based on maximal
marginal relevance is proposed which selects the most discriminative features while reducing the re-
dundancy between the selected features.
2. Theoretical analysis based on information gain and fisher score is provided, which reveals the associ-
ation and the trend between discriminative measure and feature’s frequency. The analytical results
demonstrate that features with a reasonably high frequency are good candidates for discriminative
features.
3. Two direct mining methods DDPMine and LEAP are designed which directly mine the most discrimina-
tive features without generating the complete set of results. A brief summary is provided to summarize
and compare the proposed two methods in terms of mining philosophy, search quality as well as ef-
ficiency. Extensive experimental results show that both methods could achieve significant speedup
without sacrificing classification performance.
4. Frequent pattern-based classification is applied to classifying both graph and transaction data with
very skewed class distribution. Various challenges caused by the skewed class distribution in feature
construction and model learning have been examined. As a solution, an ensemble framework which
includes balanced data ensemble in the data space and feature ensemble in the feature space has
been proposed, which addresses the class imbalance and partial feature coverage problem respectively.
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Efficiency analysis of the proposed ensemble method is provided. Extensive experimental results on
both graph and transaction data show that the proposed ensemble methods are very effective.
7.2 Extension of Pattern-based Method to Other Machine
Learning Tasks
I believe that data analysis on complex structural data will be a key solution for exploration and discovery in
many emerging applications. For my future research, I plan to further extend the scope of the discriminative
frequent pattern-based classification approach to modern machine learning tasks, to address real application
challenges and further enhance the learning performance.
1. Bagging and Boosting. Bagging and boosting are two effective strategies for improving classification
performance in machine learning and data mining. It is promising to extend the discriminative frequent
pattern-based classification to boosting and bagging, where the frequent pattern-based classifier is used
as a base learner, to achieve further performance improvement. The key idea is to design a “context-
aware” feature construction which is closely related to training samples and their weights. Specifically,
in bagging, feature construction is done for each base classifier specific to different data samples. In
boosting, feature construction is repeatedly invoked with the update of base learners, to reflect the
change of instance weights. [34] presents an application of boosting for classifying graphs. It applies
decision stumps, which use subgraphs as features, as weak learners. A boosting algorithm is designed
which uses subgraph-based decision stumps as weak learners. The decision stumps are trained to find
a rule that minimizes the error rate for a given training data. A gain function for a rule is defined
accordingly to evaluate how good a rule is. An estimation of the gain function upper bound is provided
which allows pruning of the subspace in the graph search space and thus, finds the subgraph efficiently
which achieves the highest gain function score. We plan to integrate the LEAP idea into the boosting
framework and expect a further speedup in direct mining of most discriminative subgraphs.
2. Semi-Supervised and Unsupervised Learning. Semi-supervised classification is a special form
of classification which uses a large amount of unlabeled data, together with the labeled data, to build
better classifiers. To extend the discriminative frequent pattern-based approach to semi-supervised
classification, I will mainly focus on feature construction. Specifically, both labeled and unlabeled data
will be used for feature construction (frequent pattern mining), so the constructed features will have
potential generalization ability to the test data. In addition, semi-supervised feature selection will be
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adopted to select features by considering both labeled and unlabeled data. The discriminative frequent
pattern-based idea can be further extended to unsupervised learning (e.g., clustering) to model complex
objects and enhance the clustering performance. The similar idea can be also extended to design a
better ranking function for information retrieval with discriminative features. Potential applications
include document/image clustering and retrieval.
3. Domain Adaptive Classification. Domain adaptive classification is an important problem in which
the training and test samples are drawn from different domains with different distributions. For ex-
ample, in textual data, financial news corpora are quite different from Web forum corpora. I plan
to extend the discriminative frequent pattern-based classification to solve the domain adaptive clas-
sification, mainly from the feature construction perspective. Specifically, both the labeled data and
unlabeled test data are used in the way that the frequency of a feature in both training and test
domains are considered. Discriminative features which are reasonably frequent in both domains are
good candidate features, since they potentially have good generalization ability to the test domain.
4. Direct Mining of High-dimensional Data for Classification. High-dimensional data, such as
texts and gene expression data, is abundant in various scientific applications as well as daily life.
Associations between (a subset of) dimensions usually reveal important correlations between different
features. However, the high dimensionality poses challenges for efficient mining and data analysis
tasks. Due to the combinatorial explosion, it is infeasible to mine the complete set of frequent patterns
on high-dimensional data. Existing studies on efficient mining of high-dimensional data include Top-k
rule groups [13] and TD-Close [40]. Top-k rule groups mining discovers the top-k covering rule groups
for each row of gene expression data, based on a row enumeration tree and some pruning strategies.
TD-Close efficiently mines the complete set of frequent closed patterns from very high-dimensional
data, with a top-down mining strategy as well as a row enumeration tree. We plan to apply both
DDPMine and LEAP idea to direct mining of most discriminative features in high-dimensional data.
However, the extension is not trivial because of the high dimensionality: the FP-tree so constructed
would be very deep and the recursive mining would take forever to finish. As a result, a different data
structure and mining algorithm need to be designed.
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